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Abstract
We discuss the on-shell diagrammatic representation of theories less special than maximally
supersymmetric Yang-Mills. In particular, we focus on planar N ≤ 2 gauge theories, in-
cluding pure Yang-Mills. For such a class of theories, the on-shell diagrammatics is endowed
with a decoration which carries the information on the helicity of the coherent states. In the
first part of the paper we extensively discuss the properties of this decorated diagrammat-
ics. Particular relevance have the helicity flows that the decoration induces on the diagrams,
which allows to identify the different classes of singularities and, consequentely, the singu-
larity structure of the on-shell processes. The second part of the paper establishes a link
between the decorated on-shell diagrammatics and the scattering amplitudes for the theories
under examination. We prove that an all-loop recursion relation at integrand level holds also
for N = 1, 2, while for N = 0 we are able to set up a preliminary analysis at one loop.
In both supersymmetric and non-supersymmetric case, the treatment of the forward limit is
subtle. We provide a fully on-shell analysis of it which is crucial for the proof of the all-loop
recursion relation and for the analysis of pure Yang-Mills.
October 2015
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1 Introduction
Our understanding of perturbation theory in particle physics is mainly based on its La-
grangian formulation and the related Feynman diagrammatics which allows to compute rele-
vant observables such as correlation functions and scattering amplitudes. In general, choosing
a certain formulation of a theory boils down to establish the basic foundational hypothesis
our construction is based on.
The point of view we are most accustomed to is to have unitarity and locality as manifest
as possible – and thus they are part of the fundamental set of assumptions – which typically
associates redundancies to the description, such as the gauge ones and field redefinitions,
while any physical quantity is invariant under gauge and field-redefinition choices.
This enhanced freedom in the description, despite of the undeniable success in the explo-
ration of physical processes, turns out to obscure a great deal of structure of the theory itself.
This was already suggested by both simple [1] and recursive formulas [2–7] for scattering
amplitudes of gluons, which are much simpler than what could have been hoped from the
Feynman expansion.
In the last years, the situation became more and more surprising both for general theories
and, in particular, for the planar sector of N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. In the
former case the development of a very general method to explore the perturbative regime, such
as the BCFW-like deformations [8–13], revealed tree-level recursive structures for a quite large
class of theories, while in the latter direct loop integral analysis have shown that the theory
is endowed with a further symmetry, the dual conformal symmetry [14, 15] (which together
with the space-time conformal symmetry forms the infinite dimensional Yangian [16]), as well
as the theory turns out to an on-shell recursion relation at integrand level [17] at all loops.
The existence of such a type of recursion relation implies that the amplitudes are de-
termined in terms of the smallest non-trivial object at all order in perturbation theory and
for any number of external states. Such a building block is provided by the three-particle
amplitudes which are fixed, up to a coupling constant, by (super)-Poincare´ invariance [18,19].
Therefore one can turn the table around and start with the three-particle amplitudes, which,
as we just saw, are fixed from first principles, and reconstruct more complicated ampli-
tudes just in terms of these building blocks via a prescription which suitably glues them
together [20]. This shows that it is possible to define a physical observable without resorting
to the idea of a Lagrangian, and the Feynman diagrammatics is replaced by on-shell processes,
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i.e. objects whose states are always and all on-shell. As a consequence the objects one deals
with are always physical and gauge invariant (contrarily to what happens with the Feynman
expansion where the individual diagrams break gauge invariance and thus they cannot be con-
sidered as physical in a generic point of momentum space) and there is no need to introduce
the idea of virtual (off-shell) particles. A further feature is that locality is generally broken
for an individual on-shell process and it is then restored once all these on-shell processes are
summed up to provide a scattering amplitude. This is not really a drawback given that it is
exactly the manifest locality and unitarity that forces to introduce all the redundancies which
the Lagrangian description is plagued of. However, this is not the end of the story. The gluing
procedure which allows to generate higher-point/more complex on-shell processes turns out
to preserve Yangian invariance [20] so that it is no longer hidden. This is particularly evident
if one describes our objects in momentum twistor space or as an integral over the Grass-
mannian G(k, n) [21, 22]. However, the connection between the on-shell processes and the
Grassmannian appears to be much deeper: on-shell diagrams are related to a particular strat-
ification of the positive Grassmannian G(k, n) whose positivity-preserving diffeomorphisms
represent the Yangian invariance of the amplitudes [20]. Furthermore, the on-shell diagrams
turns out to be intimately related to permutations, which define equivalence classes for such
objects, and whose adjacent transpositions encode the BCFW deformation [20] 1.
This picture however makes both unitarity and locality somehow hidden rather than
emergent. However it can be encoded in a more general framework where the fundamental
object is a new geometrical quantity, the amplituhedron [24], which can be though of as a
generalisation of the notion of polytopes in momentum twistor space. The amplitudes are
then read off as volumes, and both locality and unitarity emerge from the positivity of the
geometry [25–28]. Again, the quantities which can be computed at the end of the day are
always the integrands of the amplitudes themselves.
What we have been describing so far, as already mentioned, holds just for planar N = 4
SYM theory, while the exploration of the non-planar structure started more recently [29–32].
Beyond planar N = 4 SYM very little is known, with the exception of the ABJM theory
in three dimensions where an analogous Grassmannian formulation have been discussed [20,
33–36].
A question that is fair to ask is whether a general first principle picture is available for
a larger class of theories, which does not make any reference to a Lagrangian and makes as
many structures manifest as possible.
Indeed on-shell diagrams can be defined in general, i.e. with no reference to a specific
1For further discussion on Grassmannian and combinatorics and their relation to the on-shell diagrams/
bipartite graphs see [23]
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theory: the three-particle building blocks are fixed by Poincare´ symmetry for general helicities
[18] and the prescription for gluing them and generate higher-point/more complex diagrams is
not really theory dependent given that it boils down to integrate out the degrees of freedom
on the intermediate lines according to the momentum conservation and on-shell condition
constraints. However, there are important issues with would need to be addressed.
First of all, there are some theories for which there is no BCFW deformation available
which returns a recursion relations at least for some amplitudes already at tree level. Recur-
sive structures can be found by either using more general deformations [13] or by introducing
further data [37]2. In any case, this suggests that, if also in those cases a(n almost) first prin-
ciple on-shell description is possible, there is a modification needed which takes into account
this issue. Secondly, the loop analysis is even more subtle. It is necessary to unambiguously
define an object representing the integrand, which in N = 4 SYM was possible mainly be-
cause of colour ordering – colour ordering allows to unambiguously fix the loop degrees of
freedom among the various possible terms. Indeed this still holds for planar theories, but
it is not clear how to get rid of such an ambiguity for theories whose amplitudes have no
ordering whatsoever. This is not however the only issues which needs to be solved in order
to have a clear identification between on-shell diagrams and scattering amplitudes. The loop
singularity structure is intimately tied to the single cuts, which is in general a very ill-defined
procedure: even if they vanish in dimensional regularisation, one is forced to consider also
loops in the external states, which we will refer to as external on-shell bubbles, which makes
ill-defined the single cut by producing a singularity of type 1/(p2)2. In N = 4 SYM theory,
as well as in massless N ≥ 1 and massive N ≥ 2, this issue does not arise because these
terms vanish upon summation over the full super-multiplet [40]. Thus, for a general theory,
this issue need to be faced. While on one side one might naively neglect this type of terms
because a regularisation prescription for the integrals would take care of them, on the other
side, the contributions with external on-shell bubble at a certain order could contribute as
internal loop at higher order3. Thus one should either show that somehow this does not
occur, or provide a prescription for the treatment of these terms.
In this paper we begin the investigation of the on-shell diagrammatics and the related
mathematical structures for theories less special then the maximally supersymmetric ones. In
order to reduce the number of ambiguities, for the time being we focus just on planar N < 4
gauge theories: In this way we indeed have a well defined object, the integrand, which can be
represented via on-shell processes, as well as also the forward limits are well-defined, except
for the non-supersymmetric case, i.e. pure Yang-Mills theory.
We focus in particular on the on-shell diagrammatics itself and its relation to the scattering
2A further approach is provided by a multi-step BCFW algorithm [38,39].
3We thank Henrik Johansson for discussion on this point.
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amplitudes – a full-fledge (algebraic) geometrical discussion will be discussed in a companion
paper [41]. Differently from the maximally supersymmetric case where the asymptotic states
are provided by just single multiplets, the asymptotic states of less supersymmetric cases are
represented via two multiplets, which are labelled by the helicity (the multiplets groups states
with the same helicity sign). Therefore, the on-shell diagrammatics needs to account of these
extra data. We discuss in detail such a decorated diagrammatics, pointing out the existence
of directed helicity flows with a well-defined physical meaning. Importantly, the existence of
these helicity flows identifies both the presence of singularities and their class. Furthermore,
through them it is possible to define equivalence classes for the decorated on-shell diagrams.
Once the decorated on-shell diagrammatics has been set up, we establish the link between
the decorated on-shell processes and the scattering amplitudes for N ≤ 2 supersymmetric
gauge theories. We investigate the information about the perturbative structure of the theory
that the on-shell processes can encode. In particular, we provide a fully on-shell proof that
for N = 1, 2 supersymmetric (massless) Yang-Mills theories, the all-loop structure of the
scattering amplitudes is fixed by the knowledge of the factorisation and forward singularities.
Even if this was expected, there are many subtleties that need to be faced. First of all,
even for supersymmetric theories, the forward limit is not well-defined and it is necessary
to introduce a suitable regularisation scheme. Secondly, a single BCFW bridge turns out
to be able to capture the complete cut-constructible information but not all the potentially
problematic terms. In other words, there is a(n in principle) finite contribution from the
boundary term at infinity. As a part of the regularisation scheme, we provide a prescription
to actually include such terms. With such a completion, we show that those terms which
were in principle problematic, upon summation, are of order O(ǫ) (ǫ being the regularisation
parameter) at all loops. For pure Yang-Mills, we discuss in detail the one-loop structure, for
which, upon regularisation of the forward limit, it is possible to identify the on-shell bubbles
as related to poles in the regularisation parameter. In order to obtain the full integrand, one
has also to introduce a mass-deformation of the forward states.
The paper is organised as follows in Section 2 we provide a detailed description of the
decorated on-shell diagrammatics and the meaning of the helicity flows, putting them in
correspondence with certain singularities. In Section 3 we discuss the connection between
the decorated on-shell diagrams and combinatorics. In particular, as in the maximally su-
persymmetric case, there exist equivalence relations between diagrams. In this section we
discuss how also in this case permutations define equivalence classes of on-shell processes,
with the crucial difference that they are selected by the helicity flows. Section 4 is devoted
to the connection between decorated on-shell processes and scattering amplitude. We discuss
the singularity structure both at tree and loop level, as well as we introduce a regularisation
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scheme to make sense of the forward limit on general grounds. We provide the on-shell proof
that, for (massless) N = 1, 2 SYM the all loop structure can be determined from factorisa-
tion and forward singularities upon suitable regularisation, with the potentially problematic
terms which upon summation become of order O(ǫ). We also discuss the loop structure for
pure Yang-Mills mainly focusing on the one loop. Finally Section 5 contains our conclusion
and outlook.
2 Decorated on-shell diagrammatics
Let us consider scattering processes in asymptotically Minkowski space-times for planar gauge
theories with N ≤ 2 supersymmetries. In a regime where asymptotic states can be defined,
the latter are provided by the irreducible representations of the Poincare´ group and they
are taken to be the direct product of eigenstates of the momentum operator. Among the
unitary representations, we will only deal with the ones whose states are eigenfunctions of
the rotation generator of the massless Lorentz little group iso(2) – the helicity operator –
and are annihilated by the translation generators of iso(2).
Given the isomorphism between the universal covering of the Lorentz group and SL(2 ,C),
the kinematics can be encoded into the spinors λa and λ˜a˙, with the first spinor transforming
in the fundamental representation of SL(2 ,C) and the second one in the anti-fundamental
representation. In the complexified momentum space, the universal covering of the Lorentz
group is isomorphic to SL(2 ,C) × SL(2 ,C) and the two spinors λa and λ˜a˙ transform under
a different copy of SL(2 ,C) each.
Taking as a convention that all the external states are incoming, the general structure of
a scattering amplitude can therefore be written as
Mn = δ
(2 × 2)
(
n∑
i=1
λ(i)λ˜(i)
)
Mn
(
{λ(i) , λ˜(i) ;hi}
)
, (2.1)
where the δ-function implements momentum conservation, and Mn is an analytic function of
the Lorentz invariant combination of the spinors 〈λ, λ′〉 ≡ ǫabλaλ′b and [λ˜, λ˜
′] ≡ ǫa˙b˙λ˜a˙λ˜′b˙ as
well as of the helicities {hi} of the external states 4. Being the latter eigenfunctions of the
helicity operator Hˆ(i), we take Hˆ(i) to act on an amplitude as it acts on one-particle states
Hˆ(i)Mn = −2hiMn. (2.2)
The action of the Lorentz little group can also be seen as a momentum invariant rescaling of
the spinors
(λ(i), λ˜(i)) −→ (tiλ
(i), t−1i λ˜
(i)) =⇒ Mn
(
tiλ
(i) , t−1i λ˜
(i) ;hi
)
= t−2hii Mn
(
λ(i) , λ˜(i) ;hi
)
. (2.3)
4For the totally anti-symmetric Levi-Civita symbols ǫab and ǫa˙b˙ we take ǫ12 = 1 = ǫ1˙2˙
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In the case one wants to restrict to supersymmetric theories, it is more convenient to actually
use the full Super-Poincare´ group to define the asymptotic states [19]. If QIa and Q˜
Ia˙ are
the super-charges, coherent states are defined as
|λ, λ˜; η〉 = eQaIw
aηI |λ, λ˜; −1〉, |λ, λ˜; η˜〉 = eQ˜
a˙I w˜a˙η˜I |λ, λ˜; +1〉, (2.4)
with a, a˙ = 1, 2 being the usual spinor indices, I = 1, . . . , N the R-symmetry index, while
wa and w˜a are two spinors satisfying the conditions 〈w, λ〉 = 1 = [w˜, λ˜], and ηI , η˜I are
Grassmann variables. Such coherent states are eigenstates of the super-charges:
QaI |λ, λ˜; η˜〉 = λaη˜I |λ, λ˜; η˜〉, Q˜a˙I |λ, λ˜; η〉 = λ˜a˙ηI |λ, λ˜; η〉. (2.5)
Except for the maximally supersymmetric case where the helicity states get organised into a
single multiplet [19], for less supersymmetric theories there are two multiplets, which group
the states with the same helicity sign and thus such a sign can be used to label them.
Explicitly, for N ≤ 2 they can be written as
|λ, λ˜; η, −〉 =
N∑
s=0
1
s!
(
s∏
r=0
ηIr
)
|λ, λ˜; −(1− s/2)〉I1...Is ,
|λ, λ˜; η˜, +〉 =
N∑
s=0
1
s!
(
s∏
r=0
η˜Ir
)
|λ, λ˜; +(1− s/2)〉I1...Is .
(2.6)
In the expression above we chose the η-representation for the negative multiplet and the η˜-
representation for the positive one in such a way that the spin-1 state appeared as zero-order
term in η/η˜. It is possible however to express both the multiplets in the same representation:
the η- and η˜-representations are equivalent and they are related to each other by a Grassmann
Fourier transform
|λ, λ˜; η, +〉 =
∫
dN η˜ eη˜η|λ, λ˜; η˜, +〉 =
N∑
s=0
1
s!
(
s∏
r=0
ηIr
)
|λ, λ˜; +
(
1−
N − s
2
)
〉I1...Is ,
|λ, λ˜; η˜, −〉 =
∫
dN η eηη˜ |λ, λ˜; η, −〉 =
N∑
s=0
1
s!
(
s∏
r=0
η˜Ir
)
|λ, λ˜; −
(
1−
N − s
2
)
〉I1...Is .
(2.7)
With these coherent states at hand, we can consider them as asymptotic states for our
scattering processes, and thus an amplitude can depend on η and η˜. For each state, either
of the two representations can be chosen. Furthermore, under little group transformations η
and η˜ behave as λ and λ˜ respectively. In what follows, we choose the η˜-representation for all
the states. Making supersymmetry invariance manifest, the structure of the amplitude (2.1)
generalises to
Mn = δ
(2 × 2)
(
n∑
i=1
λ(i)λ˜(i)
)
δ(2 ×N )
(
n∑
i=1
λ(i)η˜(i)
)
Mn({λ
(i), λ˜(i); η˜(i)}), (2.8)
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with Mn which just transforms under the action of the supersymmetric charge Q˜ via a shift
of η˜.
2.1 Three-particle amplitudes
In the previous section, we have been discussing the construction of the asymptotic states from
the representations of the (Super)-Poincare´ group as well as some general properties of the
amplitudes. As already mentioned, we will consider all states to be in the η˜-representation.
The simplest objects that we can determine just by symmetries are the three-particle ampli-
tudes: as the Poincare´ invariance fixes them up to an overall constant [18], the Super-Poincare´
group fixes the scattering of three coherent states [19]. In particular, momentum conservation
can be written as
〈i, j〉[i, j] = 0, ∀ i, j = 1, 2, 3, (2.9)
implying that either all the λ’s or the λ˜ are proportional to each other. Therefore, a given
three-particle amplitude can either depend just on Lorentz invariant combinations of λ’s or
of λ˜’s. Requiring that the amplitudes transform correctly under the Lorentz little group
and supersymmetry as well as that they vanish on the real sheet, the explicit form of the
three-particle amplitudes turns out to be
M(1)3 (1
+, 2+, 3−) = δ(2×2)
(
3∑
i=1
λ(i)λ˜(i)
)
δ(1×N )
(
3∑
i=1
[i+ 1, i− 1]η˜(i)
)
[1, 2]4−N
[1, 2][2, 3][3, 1]
,
M(2)3 (1
−, 2−, 3+) = δ(2×2)
(
3∑
i=1
λ(i)λ˜(i)
)
δ(2×N )
(
3∑
i=1
λ(i)η˜(i)
)
〈1, 2〉4−N
〈1, 2〉〈2, 3〉〈3, 1〉
,
(2.10)
where the apex (k) on the left-hand-side indicates the number of negative helicity multiplets,
while N indicates the number of supersymmetries – notice that the expressions above re-
produce the three-particle amplitudes for any N ≤ 4. As already mentioned at the very
beginning, we will just discuss the planar sector of the N ≤ 2 supersymmetric theories, and
thus all the amplitudes are understood to be colour ordered.
The three-particle amplitudes (2.10) can be actually thought as on-shell forms [20] by
associating to them the super phase-space of each particle
A(k)3 = M
(k)
3
3∏
i=1
d2λ(i) d2λ˜(i)
vol{GL(1)}
dN η˜(i). (2.11)
This turns out to be useful for gluing the three-particle amplitudes together, generating higher
point on-shell processes.
At diagrammatic level, M(1)3 (A
(1)
3 ) and M
(2)
3 (A
(2)
3 ) are typically depicted as a white
and a black trivalent nodes respectively, with the three lines departing from their centres
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representing the scattering states. Furthermore, we need to graphically distinguish between
the negative- and positive-helicity multiplets. To this purpose, we conventionally decorate
the three-particle diagrams by associating an incoming/outgoing arrow to the external lines
to represent a negative/positive-helicity multiplet, as in Figure 1. Such a decoration provides
the diagrams with a perfect orientation [42] to which it is possible to associate external nodes
which the oriented arrows depart from (blue node, named source) or arrive to (red node,
named sink)5.
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Figure 1: Decorated on-shell diagrams for three-particle amplitudes: The black and white
nodes represent the MHV and ¯MHV amplitudes respectively, while the incoming (outgoing)
arrows represent the negative (positive) helicity multiplets. The decoration provides a perfect
orientation which sources and sinks are associated to and identified by small dark blue and
dark red nodes respectively at the boundary of the graph.
As a final comment, in the non-supersymmetric case a further set of tree-level amplitudes
is allowed by Poincare´ invariance (while supersymmetry forbids it)
M(0)3 (1
+, 2+, 3+) = δ(2×2)
(
3∑
i=1
λ(i)λ˜(i)
)
[1, 2][2, 3][3, 1]
M2
,
M(3)3 (1
−, 2−, 3−) = δ(2×2)
(
3∑
i=1
λ(i)λ˜(i)
)
〈1, 2〉〈2, 3〉〈3, 1〉
M2
,
(2.12)
where the scale M2 has been introduce to make explicit the dimensionfulness of the coupling
constant of these amplitudes, i.e. the dimensionful coupling constant for such an operator has
been replaced by a dimensionful one and the scale M2. Their coupling constant is typically
zero in pure Yang-Mills theory. However, the amplitudes (2.12) can appear in effective field
theory – they correspond to a dimension six operator tr{F 3} – or also in loop amplitudes
5Another convention which could have been taken is to identify the boundary nodes with outgoing/incoming
arrow via a white/black node, accordingly with the three-particle amplitudes. However, we prefer the conven-
tion we will use throughout the paper because it remarks the different nature of the boundary nodes and the
internal vertices
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where M2 is actually given by a propagator [43]. In this last case, it is important to notice
that they become highly singular: taken by themselves, because of the propagator-like factor,
they diverge in the complexified momentum space, while they still vanish on the real-sheet, so
they can in principle provide a finite quantity just when they get suitably glued to an object
which would be vanishing in the complexified momentum space. Finally, taken M2 not to
have any kinematic dependence but just as a full-fledge dimensionful coupling constant, an
eventual theory built up just from the amplitudes (2.12) seem to require the introduction
of higher and higher dimension operators leading to the breakdown of locality [44]. In the
following, we will build the planar non-supersymmetric spin-1 theory just out of the amplitude
(2.10) and some comment on the emergence of (2.12) will eventually be made at loop level.
2.2 Building higher point diagrams
The isometry group of our space-time defined for us the simplest scattering process. Now
we can use them to build more complicated on-shell processes. The most natural operation
which can be defined is the gluing of two three-particle amplitudes or, more generally, of any
two on-shell diagrams at hand, along one leg each. The natural prescription is to integrate
over the super phase-space of the glued legs imposing momentum conservation and summing
over all the coherent states which are allowed to propagate [20]:
Mm1+m2 =
∑
h=∓
∫
d2λ(P ) d2λ˜(P )
vol{GL(1)}
dN η˜(P )Mm1+1(−P, −h; η˜
(P ))Mm2+1(P, h; η˜
(P )), (2.13)
where the M’s represent generic on-shell processes (they are not necessarily full-fledge am-
plitudes) and momentum conservation has been already implemented. This procedure is
completely natural if one thinks of the on-shell processes as on-shell forms, as in (2.11): glu-
ing two on-shell forms return a higher degree on-shell form. At a diagrammatic level this
gluing prescription generates diagrams with a perfect orientation.
As just mentioned, the simplest higher point on-shell process which can be built is the
four-point one obtained by gluing two three-particle amplitudes. It is possible to glue two
three-particle amplitudes of different or of the same type.
In the first case (Figure 2), the integration over the super phase-space of the glued (inter-
mediate) line returns a constraint on the momenta of the “un-glued states”, and it represents
a singularity. Furthermore, if the external states are fixed, there is just one allowed coherent
state propagating.
We can also glue together two three-particle amplitudes of the same type. In this case
all the spinors of the same type in the whole (sub)-diagram turn out to be proportional to
each other, which implies that it does not matter along which channel the four states are
connected to each other. This defines an equivalence operation, dubbed merger [20], which
11
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Figure 2: Simplest four-particle on-shell diagrams: Two on-shell 3-forms are glued by inte-
grating over the super phase-space of the internal on-shell leg. In this figure, this on-shell
diagram appears having boundary nodes (and thus the four un-glued states are fixed): there
is just a single coherent state which can propagate, and the integration over its super phase-
space leads to a constraint on the external momenta.
allows to contract two three-particle amplitudes of the same type in a four-particle object
along a channel and then expand it again along a different one. Notice that these equivalent
four-particle (sub)-processes are characterised by three “external” states having a certain
helicity while the fourth one to having the other, i.e. three arrows in the on-shell diagram
has a certain direction, while the last one has the opposite decoration.
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Figure 3: Merger operation: The proportionality among all the λ˜’s (all the λ’s in the case of
two M(1)3 ) implies that the four external states can be connected to each other equivalently
in both channels. In each of such channels, just a single coherent state can propagate in the
internal on-shell leg.
So far, there is no relevant difference with the maximally supersymmetric case: the gluing
of two on-shell diagrams is defined according to the same prescription as well as the merger
operation still holds. The first slight difference arises in this equivalence relation where just
a certain multiplet can propagate as intermediate state.
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2.3 BCFW bridges and helicity flows
Let us now discuss the general way to generate higher degree on-shell processes. Given a
certain on-shell diagram M(0)n 6, it is always possible to single out two external lines and
connecting them by gluing one three-particle amplitude to each of them, being of different
type, and gluing those three-particle amplitudes between them. The integration over the
delta-functions leaves one degree of freedom unfixed, mapping M(0)n to a (higher degree)
differential form
M(0)n −→ M
(1)
n = dz µ(z)M
(0)
n (z), (2.14)
where M(0)n (z) is nothing but the BCFW-deformed M
(0)
n (Figure 4) and µ(z) is a measure
induced by the BCFW bridge itself.
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Figure 4: Generating higher degree diagrams via a BCFW bridge: From a given on-shell
diagram (generically represented on the left-hand-side), a higher degree on-shell diagram
can be generated attaching a BCFW bridge to two selected external states, i.e. they get
connected via two three-particle amplitudes of different type which are glued to each other
(on right-hand-side).
As prescribed, when this BCFW bridge is attached to a given on-shell diagram, one needs
to sum over all the possible coherent states which can propagate. Typically, one is used to
think of the BCFW deformations as preserving the helicities of the deformed states. Summing
over all the allowed coherent states instead admits the possibility that this does not hold.
Let us clarify this point. From a given on-shell diagram, let us single out two external states
having different helicities and attach a BCFW bridge to them. There are two generally
inequivalent ways to perform such an operation, which differ from each other dependently on
which three-particle amplitude of the bridge is associated to each external coherent state.
Let us start with associating the anti-holomorphic (holomorphic) amplitude to the nega-
6Notice the difference with the notation used for the three particles (2.10), (2.11), (2.12) – and more
generally for the NkMHV amplitudes – where the apex (k) indicates the number of negative helicity external
states, while here the apex (d) indicates the number of un-fixed degrees of freedom.
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tive (positive) helicity external coherent state:
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

=
dz
z
M(0)n (z),


qij = zλ
(i)λ˜(j),
pˆ(i) = λ(i)(λ˜(i) − zλ˜(j)),
η˜(ˆi) = η˜(i) − zη˜(j),
pˆ(j) = (λ(j) + zλ(i))λ˜(j).
, (2.15)
where the upper vertical (intermediate) lines need to be thought of as attached to a putative
on-shell diagram and have momenta pˆ(i) and pˆ(j), qij is the momentum in the horizontal
intermediate line connecting the two three-particle amplitudes, while the lower lines are
external states with momenta p(i) and p(j). With such a choice, there is only one coherent
state which can propagate in the each intermediate line. As it is straightforward to see from
(2.15), this BCFW bridge induces a BCFW deformation on the on-shell diagrams which
deforms the positive/negative helicity spinor of the negative/positive helicity multiplet of the
given on-shell process. Furthermore, a well-defined helicity flow can be identified from the
external coherent states to the on-shell diagram the BCFW bridge is applied to.
Let us now consider a BCFW bridge obtained from the previous one by exchanging the
holomorphicity of the three-particle amplitudes in the bridge (the helicities of the external
states are always kept fixed). In this case, two possible coherent states are admitted in the
intermediate lines
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      
      



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+
      
      
      
      
      
      






,


qij = zλ
(j)λ˜(i),
pˆ(i) = (λ(i) − zλ(j))λ˜(i),
pˆ(j) = λ(j)(λ˜(j) + zλ˜(i))
η˜(jˆ) = η˜(j) − zη˜(i).
.
(2.16)
Let us consider these two contributions separately. As far as the first one is concerned, it
provides the same differential as (2.15) (even if the on-shell diagram the bridge is attached to
gets deformed in a different way) and there is a well-defined helicity flow from the external
coherent states to the on-shell diagram the BCFW bridge is attached to, as in the previous
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case
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
=
dz
z
M(0)n (z). (2.17)
Thus, this contribution induces the “conjugate” BCFW deformation of (2.15) on the on-shell
diagram the bridge is attached to. Another feature that can be identified is the existence of
a helicity flow along the intermediate lines in the left-hand-side of (2.17).
In the second contribution in (2.16), there is no helicity flow from the external lines and
which connect the bridge to a putative on-shell diagram, while there is along the intermediate
lines as in (2.17) but in opposite direction. Furthermore, differently from (2.15) and (2.17),
the differential has a different structure
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= dz z3−NM(0)n (z). (2.18)
Contrarily to the other cases just discussed, this contribution is not directly related to a
BCFW deformation of the original on-shell diagram because of the change in helicity of the
lines the bridge is attached to, and the differential shows a multiple pole. This for N ≤ 2. For
N = 3 the differential measure µ is just equal to 1, while for the maximally supersymmetric
case N = 4, also this bridge has the same measure 1/z as the other two, making it equivalent
to the previous one in eq (2.17). Notice also that the differential (2.18) is not helicity blind for
N 6= 4 (the degree of freedom labelled by z transforms not trivially under the little group of
p(i) and p(j)), which implies that the helicity configuration of the on-shell diagram the bridge
is attached to is different of the helicity configuration of the full on-shell diagram.
So far we have been discussing BCFW bridges whose external coherent states had different
helicities. In order to complete this analysis, let us consider BCFW bridges whose external
states have the same helicity. In this case, no matter how the bridge is formed, there is just
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one possible coherent state propagating in each intermediate line7:
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=
dz
z
M(0)n (z),


qij = zλ
(i)λ˜(j)
pˆ(i) = λ(i)(λ˜(i) − zλ˜(j)),
η˜(ˆi) = η˜(i) − zη˜(j)
pˆ(j) = (λ(j) + zλ(i))λ˜(j)
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

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
=
dz
z
M(0)n (z),


qij = zλ
(j)λ˜(i)
pˆ(i) = (λ(i) − zλ(j))λ˜(i)
pˆ(j) = λ(j)(λ˜(j) + zλ˜(i))
η˜(jˆ) = η˜(j) − zη˜(i)
,
(2.19)
as well as there is just a helicity flow between the external lines and the intermediate ones
which glue the bridge with a putative on-shell diagram, the differential measure is as in (2.15)
and (2.17).
It is important to stress here that the existence or not of helicity flows plays a very
important role in identifying the physical structure of a theory. For the moment we have
learnt that the presence of a helicity flow between the external lines of a BCFW bridge and
the intermediate ones attached to a putative on-shell diagram correspond to the differential
measure of 1/z, while in absence of such a flow, it develops a multiple pole; when different
states can propagate in the intermediate lines, a helicity flow in them is generated. How deep
is this observation? In order to understand it, let us discuss the helicity flows more generally
2.4 On-shell diagrams and helicity flows
Let us consider the simplest (non-singular) on-shell diagrams, such as in Figure 5, where the
helicity configuration (−,+,−,+) has been chosen for the external coherent states. Notice
that the second and third diagrams actually come from the sum over the coherent states
which can propagate in the glued intermediate lines once the holomorphicity of the three-
particle amplitude has been chosen. For the choice in the first diagram instead, just one
coherent state per intermediate line is allowed.
7In (2.19) we explicitly consider the BCFW bridge whose external states have both incoming helicity
arrows, i.e. they have negative helicity. Exactly the same discussion holds if the external coherent states are
taken to have positive helicity up to a change in the direction of the helicity arrows in the intermediate lines
glued to a putative on-shell diagram.
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Figure 5: Simplest four-particle on-shell diagrams viewable in terms of a BCFW bridge
attached to an other (simpler) on-shell diagram.
They can be considered as a BCFW bridge attached to a diagram of the type in Figure 2.
The latter, providing a delta-function on the momenta, fixes the degree of freedom introduced
by the bridge. Thus, these on-shell diagrams are fully localised and return a rational function
of the Lorentz invariants. Let us notice that each of these on-shell diagrams can be viewed as
generated by a BCFW bridge in two different channels. In order to be as explicit as possible,
we discuss separately the three on-shell diagrams. Beginning with the first on-shell diagram
in Figure 5, as we just mentioned it can be seen as a BCFW bridge applied in two different
channels
Notice that each of them can be viewed in two different ways because each sub-diagram in
which they have been virtually separated by the dashed red line can be thought as imple-
menting a BCFW bridge. Following the helicity arrows, it is straightforward to realise that
there exists a helicity flow between the external states and the intermediate one, while there
is no helicity flow in the intermediate lines: all the possible BCFW bridges are of the type
(2.15). Furthermore, each single sub-diagram has the same helicity configuration (−,+,−,+)
as the full diagram and the full diagram shows helicity flows between all the adjacent states.
This is just the statement that the whole on-shell diagram contains all and only the sin-
gularities (simple poles) related to the helicity configuration (−,+,−,+) with the correct
residues. More explicitly, the fact that the full diagram shows helicity flows between all the
adjacent external states implies that the physical object it represents contains all and only
the complex factorisation in both the s- and t-channels
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Let us repeat the same analysis for the second on-shell diagram of Figure 5:
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In the diagram on the left, it is possible to notice a helicity flow between the external lines
and the intermediate one in the two possible BCFW bridges, and furthermore there is also a
helicity flow along just the intermediate lines. As a consequence, each of the two sub-diagrams
in this channel has the same helicity structure of the full diagram.
In the picture on the right, the very same diagram is viewed in a different channel. Here
one can instead identify a helicity flow along the intermediate lines as well as one involving
the two external lines of a bridge and the intermediate one connecting them, while there is
no flow from the external lines to the ones attached to the other diagram. As a consequence,
both of the two sub-diagrams do not preserve the helicity structure of the full diagram. This
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means that in this channel the on-shell diagram under discussion does not contain the right
residue to represent a full-fledge four-particle amplitude. This information is encoded in the
(clockwise) orientation of the helicity flow in the intermediate lines in the full diagram.
A similar analysis holds for the last diagram in Figure 5, where the helicity flow of the
intermediate lines is counter-clockwise:
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Summarising, the two diagrams just analysed (which, we do not have to forget, need to me
summed up) shows two helicity flows between adjacent coherent states as well as a oriented
helicity flows in the intermediate lines. The former implies that the full on-shell diagram
contains a pole in the channel where the external helicity flow appears, while the latter that
diagram also has structures related to different helicity configurations, which boils down to
having higher order poles:
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where the red helicity flows indicate the ones characterising a different helicity configuration.
Individually, these diagrams cannot represent the full-fledge four-particle amplitude with he-
licity configuration (−,+,−,+) given that each of them shows just one factorisation channel.
Their sum instead could, provided that suitable cancellations occur. As we will see later,
those cancellations occur just for N = 3 (in the maximally supersymmetric case, there is no
distinction between them).
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For the sake of completeness, we explicitly consider the fully localised four-particle on-
shell diagram with the helicity configuration (−,−,+,+). Actually, as we will see, this class
of diagram exhibits a property which is absent in the one analysed so far. It is easy to see
that the helicity configuration (−,−,+,+) for the external states allows for two diagrams
only, as shown in Figure 6
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Figure 6: Four-particle on-shell diagrams with external helicity configuration (−,−,+,+)
Notice that in none of them there is a helicity flow within the intermediate lines only. As
for the previous class of on-shell diagrams, also in this case each diagram can be viewed as
two BCFW-like bridges applied to another on-shell diagram:
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In the on-shell diagrams on the left (both at the top and at the bottom) both the sub-
diagrams preserve the helicity configuration of the full diagram and they show a helicity flow
between the external states and the intermediate lines which get glued to the other diagram.
In the on-shell diagrams on the right instead just one of the two sub-diagrams preserves the
helicity configuration of the full diagram and it is also the only one which shows a helicity
flow between the external lines and the ones which get glued to the other diagram.
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Furthermore, the diagram at the top and the one at the bottom are one the mirror of
the other, i.e. they are topologically equivalent: they contain the same complex factorisation
channels, as it is made manifest from the explicit channels above and as it can be deduced
from the helicity flows.
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Figure 7: Helicity flows. For each possible diagram with external helicity configuration
(−,+,−,+) (at the top) and (−,−,+,+) (at the bottom) all the helicity flows are shown.
The lesson we learn from this analysis is that the structure of the helicity flows reveals
the possible equivalence between two on-shell (four-particle) diagrams related by an exchange
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of holomorphicity of their three-particle building blocks. In particular, such an equivalence
holds just for the helicity configuration (−,−,+,+), for which the helicities of the internal
states are fixed once for all and there is no helicity flow along the internal lines.
Thus, together with the merger operation (Figure 3), the decorated diagrammatics enjoys
a further equivalence relation, which is the less/no-supersymmetric counterpart of the square
move in N = 4 SYM [20] and involves the coherent states in a precise ordering, i.e. the
equal-helicity coherent states have to be adjacent (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Square move operation. For non-maximally supersymmetric theories, it is possible
to define an equivalence relation between two four-particle fully-localised diagrams if and
only if the external multiplets with the same helicity are adjacent.
The limited validity of this equivalence relation is a further crucial difference with the
maximally supersymmetric case.
In order to close this section, we need to discuss one further operation: the bubble deletion.
Generally, the manipulation of a given on-shell diagram via mergers and square moves can lead
to a sub-diagram in which two three-particle amplitudes share two lines. In the maximally
supersymmetric case, this bubble could be replaced by a single intermediate line (the bubble
could be deleted) with the price of generating a d log ζ term: there is a change of variables
mapping the bubble into a factored-out d log ζ form. In the less/no-supersymmetric case,
we need to distinguish two cases, depending on whether or not there is an oriented helicity
flow inside the bubble. In absence of an oriented helicity flow inside the bubble, the two
intermediate states have the same helicity: there exists a change of variable mapping the
bubble into a single intermediate line with the same helicity arrow as the states in the bubble
with a d log ζ factor:
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= d log ζ (2.20)
If there is instead an oriented helicity flow, this is no longer possible. More precisely, an
eventual change of variable which would allow to map the bubble into a single intermediate
line factoring out the related degree of freedom is given by a transcendental equation. At
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most we can write the following schematic relation
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(−ζ)4−N
(1− ζ)4−N
] (2.21)
Notice that for N = 3 the above bubble deletion returns a d log ζ, as in N = 4 theory.
Thus, the presence of sub-diagrams such as the bubbles on the l.h.s of (2.21) is a signal of
the presence of a different structure than the standard d log ζ, which is typical of N = 4
loop amplitudes. While the d log ζ-structure is a feature of UV-finite contributions to the
amplitude, the presence of a contribution with UV divergencies.
For the sake of completeness, it is worth to mention that the decorated diagrams enjoy a
further equivalence operation, named blow up. Let us consider a black (white) node of valence
v whose helicity arrows are all incoming (outgoing). Then, because of the proportionality
among all the spinors of a same type (as for mergers), the v-valence node can be open up to
a sum of two cyclic v-gons characterised by internal helicity loops, as in Figure 9.
⇐⇒ +
Figure 9: Blow-up
Notice that if on one side the blow-up can be seen as a sequence of merger operations,
on the other side the fact that the helicity arrows in the node have the same orientation
forces it to open up as a loop. A tree-like configuration, as it happens for the mergers, would
be allowed only if one allows also for the all-equal helicity three-particle amplitudes (2.12)
(which are anyhow forbidden for N 6= 0).
Our fundamental and physically meaningful objects are the three-particle amplitudes,
which are diagrammatically pictured as nodes of valence 3. All the physically non-trivial
diagrammatic operations involve those nodes (recall that any node with valence higher than
3 can be recast into combination of nodes of valence three through mergers and blow-ups).
However, one can also perform trivial operations via nodes of valence 2: given an edge one
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can always insert a valence-2 node in the middle of it, and similarly given the presence of a
valence-2 note on an edge, it can be removed by gluing the two edges. The only condition
in these trivial operations is that there should be a well defined helicity flow, i.e. the edges
in a valence-2 node, irrespectively of its colour, should have one incoming helicity arrow and
one outgoing, so that it can be inserted on a given edge respecting its helicity direction and
similarly, once the node gets removed, the two edges can be glued into a single one which
respect the helicity direction of the original ones:
⇐⇒ ⇐⇒ (2.22)
2.5 Helicity rules
Summarising, the decoration of the on-shell diagrams for keeping track of the helicities of the
coherent states allows to diagrammatically extract several features of the processes we are
dealing with and, therefore, of a theory. In particular
• an oriented helicity flow between two adjacent external states encodes the existence of
complex factorisations. If such a flow goes through the interior of the diagram, as in
the last two diagrams in Figure 7, just one of the two possible complex factorisations
in a given channel is possible – in the specific example just mentioned, the helicity flow
1 −→ 4 going through the interior in the fourth diagram in Figure 7, as well as the
analogous helicity flow 2 −→ 3 in the last one both encode the existence of the complex
factorisation [4, 1] −→ 0 (〈2, 3〉 −→ 0);
• equivalence relations hold when the (sub)-diagram shows helicity flows between external
states only with one of them going through the interior of the diagram; they do not
hold if the helicity flows are just external or if there is an internal helicity loop;
• the helicity flows between external states which do not go through the interior of the
diagram are preserved by equivalence relations;
• the presence of an oriented helicity loop in the intermediate lines encodes the presence
of a further (high order) singularity;
• the presence of an oriented helicity loop in an on-shell bubble encodes a different func-
tional structure than just d log ζ, identifies the presence of UV-divergent contribution
to the integrated amplitude.
2.6 BCFW bridges and Mo¨bius transformations
Let us now explore more complicated on-shell diagrams, starting with the on-shell boxes on
which we apply a BCFW bridge. As before, we are going to consider the external helicity
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configurations (−,+,−,+) and (−,−,+,+). Applying a BCFW bridge returns a higher
degree differential form (in this concrete case a one-form) for still four-particle object.
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Figure 10: BCFW bridge on a four-particle leading singularity and helicity flow structure.
Let us begin with the on-shell box with helicity configuration (−,+,−,+). As we saw
before, it is possible to define two inequivalent classes of on-shell boxes: in one, the internal
coherent states are univocally fixed and there are just four distinct helicity flows between
consecutive states; in the other one, two sets of states are allowed to propagate (see Figure 5)
forming a helicity flow in the intermediate lines with different orientation for each set (see the
first line in Figure 7). The former, as we showed earlier, provides the on-shell representation
for the tree-level amplitudes
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= δ(2 × 2)
(
4∑
i=1
λ(i)λ˜(i)
)
δ(2 ×N )
(
4∑
i=1
λ(i)η˜(i)
)
〈1, 3〉4−N
〈1, 2〉〈2, 3〉〈3, 4〉〈4, 1〉
(2.23)
Let us apply a BCFW bridge on its external lines labelled by 1 and 2. In particular, for
our discussion we choose the on-shell box which actually represents the full tree-level four-
particle amplitude Mtree4 (1
−, 2+, 3−, 4+). Let us choose the BCFW bridge which associates
the holomorphic three-particle amplitude to the state 1 while the anti-holomorphic one to
the state 2, as depicted in Figure 10. Summing over all the allowed states in the intermediate
lines, the resulting object can be expressed as the sum of two on-shell diagrams (r.h.s. of
Figure 10). Let us focus on the first of these two diagrams – for the present discussion the
differences between these two diagrams are not relevant. It is easy to see that the upper box
has helicity flows just on its external states, as the original on-shell box, while the box at the
bottom shows a clockwise helicity flows along just its intermediate lines. This implies that
no equivalence relation holds. Generating, as we did, via a BCFW bridge on the states 1 and
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2, the explicit form is given as
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= Mtree4
dz
z
(
1 + 〈3,4〉〈3,1〉z
)4−N
1 + 〈4,2〉〈1,2〉z
, (2.24)
where Mtree4 indicates the r.h.s. of (2.23).
The very same diagram can be also seen as a BCFW bridge applied on the states labelled
by 3 and 4 of an on-shell diagram with an internal clockwise helicity flow:
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= Mtree4
(
−
t
u
)4−N dz′
z′
1(
1 + 〈3,4〉〈2,4〉z
′
)4−N (
1 + 〈1,3〉〈1,2〉z
′
) . (2.25)
These two expressions are related by a Mo¨bius transformation
〈1, 3〉
〈1, 2〉
z′ = −
1 + 〈4,2〉〈1,2〉z
1 + 〈3,4〉〈3,1〉z
, (2.26)
which actually can be written as just an inversion in the following variables
ζ ′ = −
u
s
1
ζ
,
〈4, 2〉
〈1, 2〉
z =
ζ
1− ζ
,
〈1, 3〉
〈1, 2〉
z′ =
ζ ′
1− ζ ′
, (2.27)
where actually all those change of variables are Mo¨bius transformations. Such variables are
useful to identify the structure of the on-shell diagram being the ones which are returned by
a bubble deletion and which makes the d log ζ-structure (and, consequently, a departure from
it) manifest.
The on-shell form above has four special points: z = 0, ∞, −〈1, 2〉/〈4, 2〉, −〈3, 1〉/〈3, 4〉
(or, in the ζ-parametrisation, ζ = 0, 1, ∞, −u/t, with 0 being a fixed point for the trans-
formation z −→ ζ). Its integration over a circle γ0 around the point z = 0 or a circle γP
around the simple pole z = zP ≡ −〈1, 2〉/〈4, 2〉, returns two leading singularities. More
precisely, the integration around γ0 provides the leading singularity corresponding to the tree
amplitude itself, while the one around γP return the s-channel contribution to the second
leading singularity.
Some comments are now in order. The on-shell diagram we are considering, under the
parametrisation (2.24), can be equivalently look at as a wrong BCFW deformation of the
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four-particle amplitude a tree level or as a contribution to the triple cut of the one-loop
amplitude, with the coefficient of the scalar triangle in a Passarino-Veltman expansion related
to the non-vanishing residue at infinity [19,45]. Very interestingly, the Mo¨bius transformation
(2.26) mapping (2.24) into (2.25), maps the multiple pole at infinity into a pole of the same
order at finite location: the so-called boundary term for a wrong BCFW deformation can then
be obtained as a residue of a multiple pole in a BCFW deformation applied on the residue
of the simple pole at finite location under the original BCFW deformation! More explicitly,
given a BCFW representation with a boundary term, the latter can be obtained from the
residue of the pole at finite location by applying a BCFW deformation to it a reading off the
residue of the multiple pole. Thus, the boundary term can be thought as already encoded
into the term which can be computed recursively. At first sight this seems to be possible
just because the class of theories we are studying always admits a BCFW representation.
The exploration of the utility of the on-shell diagrammatics and Mo¨bius transformations to
understand the boundary terms on general grounds goes beyond the aim of the present paper
and we leave it for future work. In the present context, it provides a clearer picture.
Let us briefly turn to the second diagram on the right-hand-side of Figure 10. It is easy to
see from the helicity flows that the upper box allows for a square-move so that the diagram
simplifies:
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(2.28)
The diagram at the very right shows a bubble with an internal counter-clockwise helicity flow.
In general, the presence of such an oriented helicity bubble is a consequence of the existence
of an oriented helicity flow in the original diagram. As pointed out in (2.21) in the previous
section, one can actually replace the bubble by an oriented line at the price of obtaining a
differential which has a richer structure than the simple d log ζ. Specifically, one obtains:
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dζ
ζ
4−N∑
k=0
(
4−N
k
)
(−1)k
(1− ζ)k
, (2.29)
where the right-hand-side has been written in a convenient way to highlight all the structures
emerging from this bubble deletion. It is easy to see that for N = 3, 4 the differential
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of a logarithm appears – d log [ζ/(1− ζ)] and d log ζ respectively –, while for N ≤ 2 new
singularities appear. Namely, in the latter case, one can write the differential as
dζ
ζ
µ(ζ) = d
[
log
ζ
1− ζ
+
(−1)2−N
1− ζ
2−N∑
k=0
(−1)k
k + 1
1
(1− ζ)k
]
. (2.30)
As a final remark, notice that the on-shell diagram under analysis shows the existence of
a Mo¨bius transformation mapping the singularities of the leading singularity for the helicity
configuration (−,−,+,+) into the singularities of (a contribution to) a leading singularity
for (−,+,−,+), and such a transformation has the same form as (2.26). Thus, Mo¨bius
transformations can relate special points of amplitudes with different helicity configurations.
3 From decorated to un-decorated diagrams and back
The decorated on-shell diagrammatics as defined in the previous sections is a bit redundant:
the existence of equivalence relations, such as mergers, square moves and blow-ups, imply
the need of defining equivalence classes for the on-shell processes. In the maximally super-
symmetric case, this issue is solved through the permutation group [20]: an equivalence class
of on-shell diagrams is defined by a given permutation.
At first sight, the decorated on-shell diagrams might seem to loose this nice structure
because of the perfect orientation itself. Luckily, this is not the case and the equivalence
classes can be generically defined via permutations. More precisely, the equivalence classes
are identified by permutations and helicity flows.
Given a decorated on-shell diagram, one can consider its counter-part without perfect
orientation and read-off the related permutation. Then, the equivalence class which the
original diagram with perfect orientation belongs to is defined as the sub-set of diagrams in
the permutation previously found which share the same helicity flows (once sources and sinks
are put back in).
Let us illustrate how the combination of permutation and helicity flows works, let us
discuss some example. In order to be self-contained, let us briefly recall how permutation are
associated to un-oriented on-shell diagrams (for a more extensive discussion see [20]).
3.1 Un-oriented on-shell diagrams and permutations
Given the fundamental three-particle diagrams whose external states are labelled from 1 to
3 clockwise, it is assigned a path directed from i to i+ 1 for the white nodes, and from i to
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i− 1 for the black ones:
1
2
3 ⇐⇒


i
↓
i− 1

 ⇐⇒


1 2 3
↓ ↓ ↓
3 1 2


1
2
3 ⇐⇒


i
↓
i+ 1

 ⇐⇒


1 2 3
↓ ↓ ↓
2 3 1


(3.1)
In general, in more complex diagrams, following the paths defined above, a decorated permu-
tation can be associated to the canonical one, defined as the map
σ : {n} −→ {2n}, σ(i) ∈ [i, i+ n], (3.2)
where {n} and {2n} respectively indicates a sequence of n and 2n labels. The map has two
fixed points σ(i) = i and σ(i) = i+n, which can be easily displayed in the identity diagram:
1
2 3
4
56
⇐⇒


1 2 3 4 5 6
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
1 2 3 4 5 6

 ⇐⇒ {1, 8, 3, 10, 5, 12} (3.3)
where the set in red indicates the related decorated permutation.
Thus, according to such a prescription, the permutation related to the following four- and
six- particle on-shell processes are
1
2 3
4
⇐⇒


1 2 3 4
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
3 4 1 2

 ⇐⇒
1
2 3
4
(3.4)
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A particular type of permutation is the adjacent transposition. Diagrammatically it is
implemented by the BCFW bridges. Therefore, performing a transposition is equivalent to
adding a BCFW bridge. Vice versa, given a (decorated) permutation σ, its decomposition
into adjacent transpositions can be viewed as a particular path along the edges of a poly-
tope, named bridge polytope Brk,n, whose vertices and edges are, respectively, (decorated)
permutations and transpositions (BCFW bridges), leading to the identity [46]. The bridge
polytope is built as a recursive algorithm:
σ = (i, j) ◦ σ′ | i, j ∈ [1, n], σ(i) < σ(j), ∀ k ∈ [i, j] : σ(k) = k ∧ σ(k) = k + n, (3.5)
until σ′ becomes the identity. In Figure 11, the bridge polytope Br2,4 is shown, representing
the BCFW decompositions of the (reduced) on-shell box to the identity.
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(34)(23)
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(13)
(23)(34)
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4635
Figure 11: Bridge polytope Br2,4: It is a characterised by vertices representing a decorated
permutation of {1, 2, 3, 4}, while the edges represent a transposition mapping a permutation
into the other. The top decorated permutation {3, 4, 5, 6} represents the on-shell box, while
the bottom one {5, 6, 3, 4} represents the identity. Any path along the edges between these
two vertices represent a BCFW decomposition of the on-shell box. In blue a possible path is
highlighted.
The blue path highlighted in Figure 11 represents the following sequence of BCFW
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bridges:
1
2 3
4
(34)
←→
1
2 3
4
I
←→
1
2 3
4
{3456} {3465} {3465}
l (23)
1
2 3
4
(13)
←→
1
2 3
4
I
←→
1
2 3
4
{4635} {3645} {3645}
l I
1
2 3
4
(41)
←→
1
2 3
4
{4635} {5634}
where we displayed the trivial transformations (at step 3 and 7) which make manifest the
action of the BCFW bridges.
3.2 Equivalence classes of perfectly-oriented diagrams
Having reminded how permutation works, we can now discuss how, together with the helicity
flows, they define equivalence classes of perfectly-oriented diagrams. For this purpose, let
us focus on the simplest example: the on-shell box (3.4). Once the labels are fixed (and
we do it as in (3.4)), there is just a single equivalence class for (un-oriented) on-shell boxes
and it is labelled by {3, 4, 5, 6}. Let us now associate sources and sinks, and thus a set of
helicity flows, to an on-shell box. Specifically, choosing 4, 1 as sources and 2, 3 as sinks, it
is easy to see that both the un-decorated diagrams in the permutation {3, 4, 5, 6} enjoy the
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same helicity flows 1 −→ 2 and 4 −→ 3 along the external lines, as well as the internal
{12} ≡ {43} :
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Such an equivalence class will be denoted as {3, 4, 5, 6}. In principle, the permutation
{3, 4, 5, 6} contains three more equivalence classes of this type: {3, 4, 5, 6}, {3, 4, 5, 6} and
{3, 4, 5, 6}.
Let us now take 1, 3 as sources and 2, 4 as sinks. In this case, the helicity flow structure
turns out to be different, with one diagram showing external helicity flows between the
adjacent boundary nodes (1 −→ 2, 2 ←− 3, 3 −→ 4, 4 ←− 1), while the other one being
actually the same of the contribution of two diagrams characterised by an internal helicity
loop and by just two external helicity flows
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(3.7)
The sum above has overall the same external helicity flows, while the differently oriented in-
ternal loops should cancel in order to belong to the same equivalence class of the first diagram.
This is generically not the case – it occurs just for N = 3 – and thus the above diagrams
belongs to different equivalence classes, each of them containing just a single element. We
denote them (1, 2, 3, 4)ext, (1, 2, 3, 4)R and (1, 2, 3, 4)L respectively – where the subscripts
ext, R and L make reference to the fact that the related on-shell diagram has just an external,
internal right-“chiral” or internal left-“chiral” helicity flow.
It is interesting to notice that the fact that the permutation contains different equivalence
classes is just the statement that all of them are related by Ward identities. As we will
extensively discuss in the companion paper [41], this picture will be manifest on the positive
Grassmannian, where all these diagrams correspond to the same point on G(2, 4). In a
nutshell, on-shell diagrams belonging to the same permutation are geometrically equivalent
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and are distinguished just by a measure which is characteristic of the particular equivalence
class inside a given permutation.
For the time being, it is interesting to observe that a similar picture of the reduced on-
shell diagram as a composition of BCFW bridges (i.e. adjacent transposition) holds. In
particular such decomposition can still be represented as a path along the edges of a bridge
polytope Brk,n from a given permutation (representing the diagram) to the identity. The
main difference with the case discussed in Section 3.1 is due to the fact that endowing the
on-shell diagrams with sources and sinks restricts the edges of the bridge polytope allowed in
a path towards the identity. This restriction is due to the requirement that the sources and
sinks stay fixed along the path, i.e. the boundary states have the same helicity as one acts
with a BCFW bridge. As a concrete example, let us consider two different choices for the
sources/sinks: (1, 2, 3, 4), and (1, 2, 3, 4). Beginning with the first case, there are just two
paths along the edges of the bridge polytope which are consistent with the helicity flows
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where the decomposition paths are highlighted on the bridge polytope Br2,4, in blue for the
decomposition leading to the diagram on the left and in cyan for the one leading to the
diagram on the right. These paths are a reflection of the physical singularities of the on-shell
process they are providing the decomposition of. If one takes any of the other edges, the price
one pays is the generation of a (typically helicity-dependent) Jacobian: the related BCFW
bridge is of type (2.18). Each of the diagrams in the equivalence class (1, 2, 3, 4) correspond
to one of the two paths on Br2,4.
Let us now turn to the configuration of sources/sinks (1, 2, 3, 4). In this case, as we
saw earlier, one can distinguish three equivalence classes, each of them containing a single
element. The paths corresponding to the helicity-preserving BCFW decompositions on Br2,4
have been shown in Figure 12. Also in this case, there are just possible helicity preserving
paths possible one corresponding to (1, 2, 3, 4)ext and the other one to (1, 2, 3, 4)R. Let
us remark that the existence of just two helicity preserving paths is just a feature of the
particular choices of sinks and sources (one example where there are more decompositions
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Figure 12: Bridge polytopes for perfectly-oriented diagrams. The sources and sinks are taken
to be (1, 2, 3, 4). The helicity-preserving paths provide a decomposition of either of the on-
shell diagram with just external helicity flows (1, 2, 3, 4)ext (in blue), or of the one with the
right-chiral (1, 2, 3, 4)R internal helicity loops (in cyan).
allowed which respect the helicity flows is given by (1, 2, 3, 4)).
In summary, also for a decorated diagram, the bridge polytope provides its BCFW de-
composition with the particular feature that just a subset of the edges are helicity preserving.
If one starts from the identity and endows it with a given choice of sinks and sources, then
the requirement that any transposition is decoration preserving leads along all the possible
helicity preserving edges of the related bridge polytope.
3.3 More on on-shell diagrams, perfect orientations and helicity flows
In the previous sections we saw how the need of introducing new data, namely to distinguish
among the coherent multiplets, led naturally to endow the diagrams with perfect orientations
which are intimately related to the singularity structure of the particular on-shell process
through the helicity flows that the perfect orientation itself generates.
If we abstract ourselves for a moment from our context and consider a generic un-oriented
bipartite diagram which it is possible to associated a perfect orientation to, for such a perfectly
oriented diagram, the inversion of a flow returns another perfect orientation as well as any
other perfect orientation can be obtained from the original one by reversing the direction of
a flow in the latter [47].
Such a lemma holds for our decorated diagrams as well – at the end of the day they are
perfectly oriented bipartite diagrams – with a peculiarity: In our case, the flows dictated
by a given perfect orientation contains information about the helicity of the states as well
as the singularity structure of the on-shell process. Thus, the reversal of the direction of a
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helicity flow is associated to a Jacobian which transforms not trivially under the little group
if the helicity flow which gets reversed involves external states, while it is helicity blind if the
helicity flow is internal.
For the sake of definiteness, let us consider the fully-localised on-shell box with the con-
figuration (1, 2, 3, 4) for the sources and sinks. This decorate diagram shows four helicity
flows, all of them involving a pair of external states. It is possible to pick any of those
flows and reverse it, mapping a sink into a source and a source into a sink and generating a
helicity-dependent Jacobian as in the following example:
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J23, J23 =
(
〈1, 3〉
〈1, 2〉
)4−N
(3.8)
In this way one can generate all the possible perfect orientations for the fully-localised on-shell
box, i.e. all the possible configurations for the sources and sinks (helicity configuration for
the external states) as well as the two diagrams with internal flow. This seven configurations
can be seen as the vertices of a polytope whose edges represent the flow reversals which a
Jacobian is associated to (see Figure 13).
1 2 3 4
1 2
1 4
3 4
2 3
2 3
3 4
2 41 3 1 32 4
21
1 4
Figure 13: Polytope generated by all possible helicity-flow reversals for a fully-localised on-
shell box. Each vertex of the polytope represents a given perfect orientation, while each edge
represents the flow-reversal connecting them, to which a Jacobian is associated.
Notice that the edges of the polytope in Figure 13 are nothing but the Ward identities
relating the tree-level four-particle amplitudes (which are all MHV). Some sort of special
points are the two at the bottom of the polytope, which have the same configuration of
the sources and sinks but which distinguish themselves for the clockwise/counter-clockwise
internal helicity flow. The Jacobian related to the edges connecting any other vertex to them
has a helicity-dependent factor of the form of J23 in (3.8) and another one which is helicity
blind and depend on the Mandelstam variables. The edge connecting these two vertices
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instead is the only one whose Jacobian is purely helicity blind. In (3.8) the configuration
(1, 2, 3, 4) has been taken as a reference so that, differently from the other vertices, when one
goes back to it taking any path along the edges of the polytope, the overall Jacobian is the
identity. In a more democratic way, one can associate to it the Jacobian factor 〈1, 3〉−(4−N ),
so that the helicity-dependent term in any Jacobian has the form 〈i, j〉−(4−N ), i.e., it depends
on the sources only.
As a further comment, notice that the polytope related to the fully-localised on-shell box
with the white and black nodes exchanged, can be obtained from the one in Figure 13, by
contracting the two vertices labelled by (1, 2, 3, 4) to a single one, and opening up the vertex
(1, 2, 3, 4) into two. This is a reflection of the fact that these two configurations do not
satisfy a square move, while all the others do.
Finally, such a polytope can obviously be defined for any higher point on-shell process.
When the helicity flows involve external states, they always show a source and a sink. This
mean that any helicity-flow reversal maps a given on-shell process in another one in the same
NkMHV-sector. For k = 2, the polytope provides with the well-known Ward identities among
tree-level amplitudes as well as new ones with non-local on-shell processes8. For k > 2, the
helicity-flow reversals do not in general map an amplitude into another amplitude, so that
the polytopes typically describe relation among individual on-shell processes.
4 On-shell processes and scattering amplitudes
So far we have been discussing generic on-shell processes in order to illustrate some important
features of the decorated diagrammatics as well as how special points can be related to each
other. Let us now turn to actual scattering amplitudes. The objects of interest are actually
the integrands in the perturbative expansion. The on-shell diagrammatics then generates an
expansion in terms of 4L-forms which, upon (regulated9) integration on the Lorentz real sheet,
returns the physical amplitude. Actually, the on-shell diagrammatics provides an object from
which a great deal of physical information can be extracted, depending on the path/manifold
8An example is provided by the lower part of the polytope in Figure 13, where the non-local on-shell
processes, i.e. having a singularity which do not correspond to any factorisation channel in the full-fledge
amplitude, are given by the bottom vertices (1, 2, 3, 4)
9In this paper we will not discuss the issue of the regularisation of these integrals. For a general on-shell
proposal which does not rely on any further assumption respect to the ones in this paper, we refer to [48,49].
For N = 4 SYM, a natural regularisation is to introduce a mass, moving onto the Higgs branch of the
theory [50, 51] but breaking dual conformal invariance, or moving the external states slightly off-shell and
preserving such a symmetry [52]. Finally, there are, again in the maximally supersymmetric context, other
approaches which, using integrability arguments, introduce spectral parameters as regulator [53, 54], or a
deformation directly into the Grassmannian description [55] (see also [56] for a discussion on the deformed
Grassmannian).
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on which one integrates it. The general form can be written as
Mn({λ
(i), λ˜(i); hi}) =
∞∑
L=0
M(L)n ({λ
(i), λ˜(i); hi}, {zl})
4L∧
l=1
dzl, (4.1)
where the expansion coefficients M(L)n ({λ(i), λ˜(i); hi}, {zl}) are rational function of both the
Lorentz invariant combination of the spinors and of the parameters {zl}. It is easy to see
that the L = 0 term is a 0-form and, therefore, receives contributions from fully localised
on-shell diagrams, while for L ≥ 1 the on-shell diagrams must have 4L degrees of freedom
left unfixed (for a given L) and these terms can generate branch cuts upon integration of
such degrees of freedom over a suitable manifold. The L-th order terms is then the seed from
which the L-loop amplitude can be extracted (upon a suitable integration).
In the case of N = 4 SYM it was shown that scattering amplitudes satisfy an all-loop
recursion relation [17], which can be understood as the solution of a differential equation
encoding all the singularities of the amplitudes at a given loop L, which gets integrated via a
BCFW bridge [20]:
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(4.2)
where the first term in the first line indicate all the possible factorisation channels, with the
sub-amplitudes labelled by L and R being l- and (L − l)-loop amplitudes with nL + 1 and
nR+1 external states (nL+nR = n), while the second term represents the forward-limit of a
(L− 1)-loop amplitude with n+2 external states [40]. In the second line, the BCFW bridge
select a sub-set of the singularities, with P indicating the set of factorisation channels with
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the particles in the bridge belonging to different sub-amplitudes, and Ik and Jk indicating
a partition of all the external particles but the ones labelled by i and i + 1 which respects
colour ordering (Ik ∪ Jk = {1, . . . , n} \ {i, i+1}, with dim{Ik ∪ Jk} = n−2). The validity
of the recursive relation (4.2) has a very neat fully-diagrammatic proof [20].
In the less/no-supersymmetric case the story turns out to be similar but not quite, due to
the presence of additional structures than the simple d log ζ which characterises the maximally
supersymmetric case. The first concern which arises is related to the definition itself of the
integrand due to the possible presence of external bubbles and external tadpoles. However, for
N ≥ 1 it has been shown that the sum over the full multiplet(s) makes these contributions
vanish [40] and, thus, the object integrand stays well-defined, with the loop singularities –
i.e. the ones corresponding to a loop-degree-of-freedom dependent propagator going on-shell
– which still can be interpreted as a forward limit of a lower-loop amplitude. Furthermore,
for N ≥ 1, the amplitudes are cut-constructible [57,58], which suggests the validity of a loop
recursive structure. More subtle is the N = 0 case.
4.1 Fully localised diagrams: The tree level structure
Let us begin with considering just fully-localised on-shell diagrams. The validity of the recur-
sion relations of the amplitude under a particular BCFW bridging can be shown diagrammat-
ically along the same lines of the diagrammatic proof [20] that all the correct factorisation
channels are contained in (4.2).
The starting point is given by the two sets of four-particle amplitudes for which the
factorisation channels are manifest and follow the helicity lines
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(4.3)
Notice that the differential equations above are generally integrated to return a scattering
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amplitude just by those BCFW bridges which do not create internal helicity loops and pre-
serve the helicity flows on the right-hand-side of (4.3). A special case is provided by the
N = 3 SYM for which the sum of the two diagrams with internal loops also provides the
correct tree amplitudes. As we mentioned earlier, this is the consequence of the fact that, for
N = 3, an internal helicity loop corresponds to the presence of a simple pole rather than a
multiple one as for N ≤ 2, which disappears upon summing between the two diagrams with
differently-oriented helicity-loops.
Then, one can assume as induction hypothesis the following relation for the n-particle
amplitude10:
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where Ik ∪ Jk = {1, . . . , n} \ {i, i + 1}, I˜k ∪ J˜k = {1, . . . , n} \ {j, j + 1}, Iˆk ∪ Jˆk =
{1, . . . , n} \ {m, m + 1}, and the BCFW bridge needs to be chosen in such a way that no
helicity loop is generated in the interior of the diagram. With this assumption, one now
need to show that the above formula is valid for a higher number of particles, i.e. that for
higher number of particles it contains all and only the correct collinear and multi-particle
factorisation channels.
Actually, the full discussion follows closely the one for the maximally supersymmetric
case, given that it is part of our inductive assumption the way that a BCFW bridge can be
taken. This means the helicity flows are always preserved and at no stage internal helicity
loop can be generated.
10In formula (4.4) neither the external states in the sets Ik’s and Jk’s have been endowed with a definite
helicity to be as general as possible: For most of out statements the exact helicity multiplet will not matter.
An explicit assignment will be provided in case subtleties arise.
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The representations (4.4) make all those channels having the particle pairs {i, i + 1},
{j, j+1} and {m, m+1} on different sub-amplitudes manifest and, thus, these factorisation
are trivially included.
Let us consider the factorisation channel K, where K is a set of external states such that
either K ⊂ Ik or K ⊂ Jk
11. In this case, one has two classes of terms characterised by two
sub-amplitudes are bridged by the initial bridge itself. The sum over these two classes of terms
because of our induction hypothesis provides a single full-fledge sub-amplitude. Explicitly:
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As far as the factorisation in the (i, i+1)-channel is concerned, the diagrammatics offers
a very straightforward way to show that it is also contained in the recursive formula12.
Notice that for each of the two possible complex factorisations, there is just a single diagram
which can contribute, which is characterised by a three-particle amplitude in the factorisation
channel. For the sake of concreteness, let us fix the sink/sources for the states in the bridge
to be (i, i+ 1), then irrespectively of whether the three-particle amplitude which connects
particle i and i+ 1 has a sink or sources, there are always well defined helicity flows among
11Since now on, unless otherwise specified, we will indicate with Ik any of the three sets in the recursive
formulas (4.4) on the amplitude on the left, and similarly for the amplitude on the right where we will
generically use Jk.
12Both this argument on the collinear factorisation in the (i, i + 1)-channel and the previous one for the
K-channel is the fully diagrammatic version of the argument used in [59] to discuss the breaking down of the
BCFW recursion relations in pure Yang-Mills and in gravity, and in [37] to constrain the therein proposed
generalised on-shell recursion relations.
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the external states:
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The very same argument applies when the three-particle amplitude is M(1)3 . These two
possibilities correspond to the two possible complex factorisation channels that one can have
in a collinear limit [37,59]. Indeed, not necessarily an amplitude must factorise under both.
However, are exactly the helicity flows which tell us whether both are allowed or just one of
them.
Finally, there are further poles that in principle can arise and which are non-local. How-
ever they always appear in pairs and they cancel, leaving just the physical singularities. This
can be easily see diagrammatically as follows
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where the green line indicates the non-local pole, which in the first diagram is generated from
the sub-amplitude on the left while in the second diagram from the sub-amplitude on the
right.
A couple of comments are now in order. Our starting point – i.e. the four-point relations
in which all the factorisation channels are manifest (4.3) – shows just external helicity flows.
As we already discussed, in the case the other possible relation is considered, there are two
contributions each of which show two helicity flows in a single channel as well as an internal
helicity loop. This internal helicity loop corresponds to a further singularity which disappears
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upon their summation just for N = 3. Except that for this particular theory, these diagrams
provide an object with a different singularity structure than a scattering amplitude and,
therefore, they cannot be used as a starting point for an inductive argument. Furthermore,
their presence at any step of the inductive procedure would invalidate the proof. However,
as stated earlier, they can never arise: This is a consequence of the fact that the inductive
hypothesis just contain full-fledge sub-amplitudes which themselves can be just expressed in
terms of diagrams with no internal helicity loop!
4.1.1 On the boundary terms
It is instructive to further explore the fully localised diagrams by comparing the different
ones with a given external helicity configuration.
Given a fixed helicity configuration for the external states and singled out two of them,
we define as boundary term the difference between the two ways of integrating the on-shell
differential equation for the amplitude. If this boundary term is non-vanishing, a singularity
has been missed by at least one of the BCFW bridge. In the case of planar gauge theories,
such a boundary term is related just to a specific BCFW bridge.
As a starting point, let us consider the four-particle amplitudes both in the (−,−,+,+)
and (−,+,−,+) helicity configurations. The boundary terms ∆Mtree4 are then given by
∆Mtree4 (−,−,+,+) =
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(4.8)
and they can also be seen as a measure of the inequivalence of a square move. As we saw
earlier, the two terms in the first line of (4.8) are actually always (i.e. for any N ) equal – as
a quick analysis of the helicity flows shows. As far as the boundary term in the second line
is concerned, while the first diagram shows all the complex factorisation in both the s- and
t-channels, the second and third diagrams shows the two complex factorisations in just one
channel (t and s, respectively) while the presence of oriented internal helicity loops reveal
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the presence of a extra poles
∆Mtree4 (−,+,−,+) = M
tree
4 (−,+,−,+)(−1)
4−N
3−N∑
k=1
(
4−N
k
)
skt4−N−k
u4−N
=
= Mtree4 (−,+,−,+)
[
εN ,3(4−N )
st
u2
− δN ,02
s2t2
u4
]
.
(4.9)
TheN = 3 case is the only one in which the poles related to the internal loops are simple pole
and cancel when the two contributions get summed. For N ≤ 2, these poles become higher
order a no cancellation occurs. More precisely, the poles do not disappear, however, while the
theory is supersymmetric, cancellations occur in such a way that just double poles appear13.
In particular, this boundary term appears to be universal, up to an overall constant, in its
kinematic structure (i.e. it does not depend on N as long as N ≤ 2). Just for N = 0, an
extra term appears showing a fourth order pole.
If we instead look at higher point localised diagrams, it is interesting to notice that in the
MHV sector the boundary term defined through diagrams containing at most one internal
helicity loop can be constructed from the one we just discussed by adding inverse soft factors
∆Mtreen (1
−, 2+, 3−, 4+, . . . , n+) = ∆Mtree4 (1
−, 2+, 3−, n+)⊗
n−5⊗
k=0
Softtree+ (n− 1− k), (4.10)
with Softtree+ (n − 1 − k) being the soft factor for the positive helicity multiplet labelled by
n− 1− k, i.e. three-particle amplitude suitably attached to the lower-point amplitude. This
is just a consequence of the fact that the full-fledge amplitudes in the MHV sector can be
constructed by inverse soft procedure (they are always given by a single on-shell diagram
irrespectively of the number of external states), as well as in the definition of ∆Mn diagrams
with at most one internal helicity loop are considered. Exactly the same construction holds
for the ¯MHV sector
∆Mtreen (1
−, 2+, 3−, 4+, 5− . . . , n−) = ∆Mtree4 (1
−, 2+, 3−, 4+)⊗
n⊗
k=5
Softtree− (k). (4.11)
4.2 On-shell 1-forms and 2-forms: the one-loop structure
Let us now turn to more interesting diagrams, beginning with those ones which can be
obtained from the localised diagrams via the application of a BCFW bridge, as in Figure
10. This is the same class of diagrams we discussed in Section 2.6, where we analysed its
pole structure and emphasised mostly the tree level information. Actually, the very same
information is directly connected with the loop structure of the theory. Specifically, this class
13Here the order of the pole is actually refer to the function obtained dividing (4.9) by the tree-level
amplitude
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of diagram corresponds, in a more standard language, to a triple cut of a one-loop amplitude.
More precisely, it corresponds to one of the two families of solutions of the triple-cut equations.
Let us analyse it in some detail. The one-form M(1)4 (z) generated by BCFW-bridging the
tree-level four-particle amplitude M4(−,+,−,+) can be written as
M(1)4 (z) = M
tree
4
dz12
z12
(
1 + 〈4,2〉〈4,1〉z12
)
[(
1 +
〈2, 3〉
〈1, 3〉
z12
)4−N
+
(
−
〈2, 3〉
〈1, 3〉
z12
)4−N]
=
= Mtree4
dz34
z34
(
1 + 〈3,1〉〈4,1〉z34
)


(
− su
)4−N
+
(
− tu
)4−N (
1 + 〈3,1〉〈4,1〉z34
)4−N
(
1 + 〈2,3〉〈2,4〉z34
)4−N

 ,
(4.12)
where the second line represents the parametrisation of this diagram looked as a BCFW
bridge of the two helicity loop four-particle diagrams. This on-shell one-form shows three
singular points: z12 = 0, ∞, −〈4, 1〉/〈4, 2〉, or, equivalently in the z34 parametrisation, z34 =
0, −〈2, 4〉/〈2, 4〉, −〈4, 1〉/〈4, 2〉. As mentioned in Section 2.6, the integration on a T 1 around
the points z12 = 0 (z34 = −〈4, 1〉/〈4, 2〉) and z12 = −〈4, 1〉/〈4, 2〉 (z34 = 0) returns the
two leading singularities, i.e. this integration localises the on-shell form on diagrams which
has either external helicity flows only or internal helicity loops. The one-form (4.12) shows
also a multiple pole which is at infinity in the z12 parametrisation or at finite location in the
z34-one. The related residue is nothing but the boundary term of the tree-level amplitude we
started with, but it also provides the coefficient of the scalar triangle in the (1, 2)-channel.
Let us now turn to the following on-shell two-forms with four external states:
M(2)4 (ζ) =
1
2 3
4
+
1
2 3
4
=
= Mtree4
dζ12
ζ12
∧
dζ34
ζ34
(
− tu
)4−N
+
(
− su
)4−N
(1− ζ12)
4−N (1− ζ34)
4−N[
− tu −
s
u (1− ζ12) (1− ζ34)
]4−N ,
(4.13)
which can be looked at as two BCFW bridges applied onto the two chiral boxes, i.e. one of
the two leading singularities, with ζ12 and ζ34 being the free degrees of freedom induced by
the bridging in the (1, 2)- and (3, 4)-channel respectively14. The helicity flows highlight the
equivalence operation which are allowed: while the second contribution (4.13) is rigidly fixed
(the helicity flows among the external states are all outer to the diagram), in the first one,
14The degrees of freedom parametrised by ζ12 and ζ34 are related to the original BCFW parameters (which
we typically indicate with) z by a Mo¨bius transformation (2.27).
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it is possible to apply first a square move on each of the most external boxes and perform
a bubble deletion on clockwise on-shell bubbles. The presence of such on-shell bubble after
equivalence operations can be predicted because of the presence of the clockwise chiral box.
In any case, in both terms, the presence of the chiral boxes implies the presence of a multiple
pole. As usual, a big deal of physical information can be extracted from the (multivariate)
residues of the singularities.
Differently from the case analysed earlier, now the integration contours are 2-cycles in
CP
2 and, in principle, the multivariate residues can depend on the ordering in which the
integration is performed15.
Using the homogeneous coordinates [w0, w12, w34] for CP
2, which are related to our local
coordinates (ζ12, ζ34) ∈ C2 via the map [w0, w12, w34] −→ [ζ12(w), ζ34(w)] with ζi,i+1 =
wi,i+1/w0, the two-form M
(2)
4 in (4.13) is well-defined everywhere except on the following
hypersurfaces:
w0 = 0, w12 = 0, w34 = 0, −
s
u
(w0 − w12)(w0 − w34)−
t
u
w20 = 0, (4.14)
with w0 = 0 being the point at infinity. The singularities can be seen as the discrete set
of points given by two divisors defined out of the hypersurfaces (4.14). Let us begin with
defining the following divisors
D1 = {w0w12 = 0} and D2 =
{
w34
(
−
s
u
(w0 − w12)(w0 − w34)−
t
u
w20
)4−N
= 0
}
.
(4.15)
The intersection D1 ∩ D2 is a discrete set whose elements are singular points for the two-form
under analysis:
D1 ∩ D2 =
{
[w0, w12, w34] ∈ CP
2
∣∣ [0, 1, 0], [1, 0, 0], [1, 0, −u
s
]}
. (4.16)
Such a set contains one point, the first one in (4.16), at infinity and the origin as single poles,
as well as a further point (the third one) as a multiple pole.
The two-form (4.13) is invariant under the label exchange (1, 2) ←→ (3.4), so that two
more divisors, and therefore their intersection, is obtained from (4.15) and (4.16) by such a
label exchange.
The two intersections so defined expose two poles at infinity, the origin and two multiple
poles. It is not difficult to see that the residue of both poles at infinity corresponds to the
leading singularity with no internal helicity loop. In the same way, the residues at the origin
and at the multiple pole respectively provides the other leading singularity and the scalar
triangle coefficient. Furthermore, the global residue theorem [61] implies that the sum of the
15For a discussion about the use of multivariate residues to compute (maximal) unitarity cuts, see [60].
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residues of the two-form for each divisor intersection above vanishes, i.e. the global residue
theorem relates the leading singularities and (one) coefficient of the scalar triangle, returning
the tree level relations discussed in the previous subsection.
A further choice for the divisors can be done by taking
D′1 = {w12 w34 = 0} and D
′
2 =
{
w0
(
−
s
u
(w0 − w12)(w0 − w34)−
t
u
w20
)4−N
= 0
}
,
(4.17)
whose intersection is made of two points at infinity and two multiple poles
D′1 ∩ D
′
2 =
{
[w0, w12, w34] ∈ CP
2
∣∣ [0, 0, 1], [0, 1, 0], [1, 0, −u
s
]
,
[
1, −
u
s
, 0
]}
. (4.18)
The residues at these points are equal in pairs and, when applying the global residue theorem,
they acquire opposite sign so that the overall sign over the residues for this intersection is also
zero. However, contrarily to the previous case no interesting physical relation is encoded.
The 2-cycles described above are also straightforward to analyse directly in the local
coordinates (ζ12, ζ34) in (4.13). In particular:
• γ(1)LS = {(ζ23, ζ41) ∈ Cˆ
2 | ζ23 = 0, ζ41 = 0} returns one of the leading singularities:
∮
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=
= Mtree4
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−
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u
)4−N
+
(
−
s
u
)4−N]
(4.19)
• γ(2)LS = {(ζ23, ζ41) ∈ Cˆ
2 | ζ23 = ∞, ζ41 = ∞} returns the second leading singularity:
∮
γ
(2)
LS
M(2)4 (ζ) =
  
  


  
  


  
  


  
  

1 4
2 3
= Mtree4 . (4.20)
Notice that both in this case and in the previous one, the integration order does not
matter.
• γ(1)△ = {(ζ23, ζ41) ∈ Cˆ
2 | ζ23 = 0, ζ41 = −u/t; ζ41 ≻ ζ23}, where ζ41 ≻ ζ23 establishes
a lexicographical order. Actually, one can integrate over ζ41 first by taking ζ23 fixed
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and then integrating over ζ23: The result stays unchanged and is the coefficient of a
triangle integral in the t-channel.
∮
γ
(1)
△
M(2)4 (ζ) =
1
2 3
4
+
    
    


1
2 3
4
=
=Mtree4
[
εN ,3(4−N )
st
u2
− δN ,02
s2t2
u4
]
(4.21)
• γ(2)△ = {(ζ23, ζ41) ∈ Cˆ
2 | ζ41 = 0, ζ23 = −u/t; ζ23 ≻ ζ41} returns again the coefficient
of a triangle integral – the same discussion above applies up to the label exchange
23 ←→ 41.
The extraction of the bubble coefficient is a bit more subtle and it is related to the multiple
pole defined by the last hypersurface in (4.14) with no intersection with any of the other
hypersurfaces.
Thus, the residues of the poles in the 2-form (4.13) encodes all the physical information
contained in a double cut. In order to understand how the differences between the super-
symmetric theories and pure Yang-Mills arise, it is instructive to rewrite (4.13) as follows:
M(2)4 (ζ) =
dζ12
ζ12
∧
dζ34
ζ34
{
1− εN ,3
[
(4−N )
(
− tu
)
− tu −
s
u (1− ζ12) (1− ζ34)
−
−
(4−N )
(
− tu
)2[
− tu −
s
u (1− ζ12) (1− ζ34)
]2
]
+ δN ,0
[
2
(
− tu
)2 (
− su
)
[
− tu −
s
u (1− ζ12) (1− ζ34)
]3−
−
2
(
− tu
)3 (
− su
)
[
− tu −
s
u (1− ζ12) (1− ζ34)
]4
]}
.
(4.22)
The expression above makes manifest that the difference in between the structure of super-
symmetric case and pure Yang-Mills is encoded in the different behaviour with the composite
pole, which is a direct consequence of the different structure in the boundary terms discussed
in Section 4.1.1.
4.3 Forward amplitudes and singularities
One of the key observations which allowed to prove the all-loop integrand BCFW recursion
relation in N = 4 SYM has been the correct and non-ambiguous interpretation of the
singularities characteristic of the loop amplitudes. Specifically, when a BCFW deformation
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of a loop amplitude is performed, also the loop propagators acquire a BCFW-parameter
dependence and the related residues are given by a single cut. In general, single cuts can be
a highly ill-defined procedure, except for the N ≥ 1 massless supersymmetric planar gauge
theories and the N ≥ 2 massive ones [40]. In those theories, the residues of this singularity
are interpreted as forward amplitudes of one perturbative order less.
In this section, we analyse the one-loop four-particle case in some detail, including the
non-supersymmetric case. The general claim is that the on-shell diagrammatics provides a
natural definition for the forward limit also in those cases where the limit is singular, such
as N = 0 Yang-Mills, where some subtleties need to be taken care of. As a first step, we
consider the following quantity
M(1)4 =
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d2λ(AB)d2λ˜(AB)
Vol{GL(1)}
Mtree6 (AB,−AB; z41) (4.23)
where the singularity singled out by the BCFW bridge is the forward limit of the tree-level
six-particle amplitude, while z41 is the parameter related to the (4, 1) BCFW bridge. In
the forward (red) line of (4.23) one has to sum over all the multiplets which can propagate.
In order to study the contribution to this singularity let us explicitly consider the (NMHV)
six-particle amplitudes contributing before that they are taken to be forward:
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(4.24)
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where the second line is the complete on-shell diagrammatic representation of the tree-level
six-particle amplitude. With the choice of the external coherent states (1, 2, 3, 4) in (4.24),
the internal states are fixed, except for the ones in red. When the states A and B are taken
to be forward, an internal helicity loop is generated, where both the orientations are allowed.
Notice that, in principle, when the amplitude above is taken to be forward, the first term
in (4.24) turns out to be well-defined while the second and third ones show a singularity in
1/(p(1))2 and 1/(p(4))2 respectively16. Let us analyse all the terms in some detail.
4.3.1 The non-singular term
Let us begin with the first term in (4.24), which we take to be forward
1
2 3
4 =⇒
1 4
32
, (4.25)
where on the right-hand-side we re-introduced the BCFW-bridge of (4.23), so to obtain
the full-fledge contribution to the one-loop integrand. The red un-decorated internal lines
emphasise the relation to the forward limit as well as they are kept un-decorated because they
allow for both the clockwise and counter-clockwise helicity loops, i.e. the sum over all the
multiplet is allowed. Furthermore, notice that such a term can be seen as the application of
four BCFW-bridge to an on-shell 0-form with internal helicity loop. Finally, the only internal
helicity loops are related to the forward limit.
With in mind the preliminary discussion about the one-loop structure in Section 4.2, it is
easy to see, even diagrammatically, that the on-shell diagram on the right-hand-side in (4.25)
contains all the cut-constructible information about our one-loop amplitude, which can be
extracted by performing an integration over suitable contours. Explicitly, the on-shell form
encoded in (4.25) can be written as
16Here we are just indicating the type of singularity rather than the exact power, shown by the second and
third diagram in (4.24) when they are taken to be forward.
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1 4
32
= Mtree4
4∧
i=1
dζi,i+1
ζi,i+1
[Js({ζ})]
4−N + [Jt({ζ})]
4−N
[J ({ζ})]4−N
, (4.26)
where
J = Js + Jt, Js = −
s
u
(1− ζ12)(1− ζ34), Jt = −
t
u
(1− ζ23)(1 − ζ41) (4.27)
and, as usual, we performed a Mo¨bius transformation from the “natural” BCFW-parameters
zi,i+1 to ζi,i+1 via (2.27).
For N = 3, the ratio in (4.26) reduces to the unity leaving the one-loop integrand to
be a wedge product of dlogs, as for N = 4: as expected, the N = 3 multiplets reorganise
themselves to form the single N = 4 one. For the N = 4 itself, the on-shell form (4.26)
needs a factor 1/2 due to the fact that it is given by a sum over two multiplets while N = 4
has just one.
For N ≤ 2, the ratio is non-trivial and thus the singularity structure is reacher because
of the multiple singularity represented by the denominator in (4.26). The integrations over
{ζ23 = 0, ζ41 = 0} and {ζ12 = 0, ζ34 = 0} return an on-shell two-form, such as the one
discussed in Section 4.2, representing the double cut in the s- and t-channel respectively.
4.3.2 The singular terms
We are now ready to move on the the discussion of the other two terms, which at first sight
look to be singular making the forward limit not well-defined. Let us start our discussion
focusing on just one of the two term in (4.24), given that the analysis of each single terms
goes similarly.
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Let us consider the second diagram in (4.24) before the forward limit is taken:
4
3
2 1
B
A
= δ(2 × 2)
(
4∑
k=1
λ(k)λ˜(k) + λ(A)λ˜(A) + λ(B)λ˜(B)
)
×
× δ(2 ×N )
(
4∑
k=1
λ(k)η˜(k) + λ(A)η˜(A) + λ(B)η˜(B)
)
δ(1 ×N )
(
[4, 3]η˜(2) + [2, 4]η˜(3) + [3, 2]η˜(4)
)
×
[2, 4]4−N 〈K, 1〉4−N
〈A,B〉〈1|A +B|4]P 2AB1〈A|B + 1|2]〈B, 1〉[2, 3][3, 4]
, K = A, B,
(4.28)
with K = A, B depending on the helicity configuration for A and B, which, for our purposes,
need to have opposite helicities.
First of all, notice that (4.28) not only shows singularities of the full six-particle amplitude,
but also two non-local ones. In the forward limit this term is indeed singular. Taking
p(B) −→ −p(A) the singularity are given by the following terms in the denominator of (4.28):
〈A,B〉 〈1|A +B|4] P 2AB1. (4.29)
Notice that considering the further degree-of-freedom introduced by the (4, 1) BCFW-bridge
does not cure such divergencies: this class of divergencies is reminiscent of the bubbles in
the external lines, with the difference that the singularity does not appear to be exactly
1/(p(1))4 but rather it has a 1/(p(1))2 factor (whose origin is the last term in (4.29)), a further
singularity which coincides with the holomorphic collinear limit in the (A,B)-channel17, and
finally a non-local one (the second two term of (4.29)).
Furthermore, indicating the momentum of the internal lines between two consecutive
external states with li,i+1, it is interesting to focus on the following
ldA = λ
(A)
(
λ˜(A) +
〈B, 1〉
〈A, 1〉
λ˜(B)
)
, lAB =
〈B, 1〉
〈A, 1〉
λ(A)λ˜(B),
lB1 = −
〈A,B〉
〈A, 1〉
λ(1)λ˜(B), l1a = λ
(1)
(
λ˜(1) +
〈A,B〉
〈A, 1〉
λ˜(B)
)
,
(4.30)
17In the complexified momentum space, a collinear limit P 2ij ≡ 〈i, j〉[i, j] −→ 0 can be taken in two different
ways, by sending the either holomorphic inner product 〈i, j〉 or the anti-holomorphic one [i, j] to zero. We
refer to the former as holomorphic collinear limit. In the present case – the singularity 〈A,B〉 – the on-shell
diagram under analysis is the only one of the on-shell representation of the tree-level six-particle amplitude
containing the singularity 〈A,B〉 and thus it resembles its factorisation property in this channel.
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where ldA and l1a indicate the momenta between an external state (A and 1 respectively)
and an internal node. In the forward limit:
4
3
2 1
ldA −→ 0, lAB −→ −p
(A),
lB1 −→ 0, l1a −→ p(1),
(4.31)
with ldA and lB1 becoming soft
18 and the five-particle sub-diagram factorising into a tree-level
four-particle amplitude and a soft factor.
As for a first analysis, we can take a quasi-forward limit of our diagram , i.e. infinitesi-
mally away from being forward, in such a way that the momentum conservation keeps being
preserved:
λ(B) −→ −λ(A) + ǫλ(4), λ˜(B) −→ λ˜(A), η˜(B) −→ η˜(A)
λ(i) −→ λ(i), λ˜(4) −→ λ˜(4) − ǫλ˜(A), η˜(4) −→ η˜(4) − ǫη˜(A).
(4.32)
Notice that such a deformation preserves both momentum and super-momentum conserva-
tion.
Thus, in this quasi-forward limit, the term under analysis becomes
4
3
2 1
=Mtree4
d2λ(A)d2λ˜(A)
Vol{GL(1)}
[4, 1]
[4, A][A, 1]
(
〈A, 1〉
〈4, 1〉
)2−N ǫN−3
〈A, 4〉
×
×
[
1 + (−1)N
(
1− ǫ 〈4,1〉〈A,1〉
)4−N]
(
1 + ǫ 〈A,4〉[A,2]〈A,1〉[1,2]
)(
1− ǫ 〈4,1〉〈A,1〉
)(
1− ǫ [3,A][3,4]
) ,
(4.33)
where the factor ǫN comes from the integration over η˜(A), i.e. from the sum over components
of a multiplet, while the two terms are given exactly by the sum over the two multiplets.
For N = 4, this term is of order O(ǫ) and thus vanishes, as expected. For N = 3,
the behaviour is analogous to the previous case due to the cancellation between the two
multiplets, which is reflected in the (−1)N in the numerator of (4.33). The same holds for
18The soft lines ldA and lB1 are indicated in (4.31) with dotted lines.
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the other divergent diagram. As a consequence in these cases, the forward limit is well-defined
and it is completely given by (4.25).
As far as the less supersymmetric theories (N ∈ ]0, 2]) are concerned, a single pole in the
parameter ǫ appears
4
3
2 1
ǫ−→ 0
= Mtree4
d2λ(A)d2λ˜(A)
Vol{GL(1)}
[4, 1]
[4, A][A, 1]〈A, 4〉
×
×
[
4−N
ǫ
+ (4−N )
〈A|[1, 2]λ(1)λ˜(3) + [3, 4]λ(4)λ˜(2)|A]
〈A, 1〉[1, 2][3, 4]
+O(ǫ)
]
,
(4.34)
where the leading term resembles the divergence of an external bubble, while the coefficient
of order O(1) in the square brackets is helicity-dependent because the expansion parameter
itself ǫ, as defined in (4.32), scales as λ(A) and λ˜(4). Notice that for N = 1 the behaviour ǫ−2
suggested by the overall factor in (4.33) is actually enhanced to ǫ−1 because of cancellation
among the two multiplets.
Finally, in the non-supersymmetric case no cancellation occurs whatsoever so that the
leading term in the small-ǫ expansion is of order O(ǫ−3) and all the lower order poles are
present.
Some comments are now in order. The individual terms in the on-shell representation
of the tree-level six-particle amplitude (4.24) are non-local as they show poles which are not
factorisation channels and thus they are not present in the final amplitude. Interestingly
enough, when one takes the forward limit such non-localities disappear just in one of these
terms, namely in the only one which appears to be well-defined in this limit, at least at
the leading order O(ǫ0). In particular, one of these spurious poles is reached in the forward
limit, contributing to the forward singularity as a factor of order O(ǫ−1). Furthermore, this
same pole is common to both singular contributions to the forward amplitude. This means
that if we treat each singular on-shell diagram separately as we did above, our regulated
expansion (4.34) would depend crucially on such non-locality. Therefore, in order to see its
effects cancelling out, one has to consider both term at once. Let us see this in more detail.
The pole in question is 〈1|A+B|4] which would correspond to the following factorisation of
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our diagrams:
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(4.35)
which turn out to have different sign leading to the cancellation of such a contribution – the
green lines above emphasise how these spurious factorisation emerge. As a consequence, the
behaviour in our quasi-forward limit is enhanced of one power in ǫ.
The second non-local term 〈A|B+1|2] is instead common to the on-shell diagram we have
been analysing and to the non-singular term (4.25). In the quasi-forward limit it is of order
O(ǫ0) and, at this order, it becomes local. The non-localities might eventually reappear at
higher order in ǫ, not affecting the one-loop result.
Finally, our quasi-forward limit can regulate the diagram we discussed above, but it is
not able to do the same with the second singular term. The reason is that the latter shows
the collinear singularity [A,B] (rather than 〈A,B〉), which would stay ǫ-independent under
the deformation (4.32). Therefore a more general way to stay “quasi-forward” is needed in
order to treat consistently and simultaneously both contributions.
4.3.3 Quasi-forward limits and singular terms
Let us go back to the on-shell representation (4.24) for the six-particle amplitude and let us
consider the second and third terms all together. The explicit expression for one of them is
given by (4.28), while for the other one it can be easily be obtained from (4.28) through the
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label-shift i −→ i− 2:
B
A
1
2
34
= δ(2 × 2)
(
4∑
k=1
λ(k)λ˜(k) + λ(A)λ˜(A) + λ(B)λ˜(B)
)
×
× δ(2 ×N )
(
4∑
k=1
λ(k)η˜(k) + λ(A)η˜(A) + λ(B)η˜(B)
)
δ(1 ×N )
(
[B,A]η˜(4) + [4, B]η˜(A) + [A, 4]η˜(B)
)
×
[4,Q]4−N 〈1, 3〉4−N
〈1, 2〉〈3|4 +A|B]P 2AB4〈1|A+B|4]〈2, 3〉[4, A][A,B]
, Q = B, A,
(4.36)
As we observed at the end of the previous section, if we take the quasi-forward limits as
in (4.32), neither [A,B] nor P 2AB4 are mapped into poles in the parameter ǫ and thus this
diagram stays ill-defined. In order to be able to treat simultaneously both (4.28) and (4.36),
we define that quasi-forward limit as
λ(A)(ǫ) = λ(A), λ˜(A)(ǫ) = λ˜(A) + ǫ
〈1, 4〉
〈A, 4〉
λ˜(1), η˜(A)(ǫ) = η˜(A) + ǫ
〈1, 4〉
〈A, 4〉
η˜(1),
λ(B)(ǫ) = −λ(A) − ǫ
[4, 1]
[A, 1]
λ(4), λ˜(B)(ǫ) = λ˜(A), η˜(B)(ǫ) = η˜(A)
λ(4)(ǫ) = λ(4), λ˜(4)(ǫ) = λ˜(4) + ǫ
[4, 1]
[A, 1]
λ˜(A), η˜(4)(ǫ) = η˜(4) + ǫ
[4, 1]
[A, 1]
η˜(A),
λ(1)(ǫ) = λ(1) − ǫ
〈1, 4〉
〈A, 4〉
λ(A), λ˜(1)(ǫ) = λ˜(1), η˜(1)(ǫ) = η˜(1),
(4.37)
which again respects both momentum and super-momentum conservation – notice that the
deformation parameter ǫ is now defined to be helicity-blind. With such a deformation applied
to both (4.28) and (4.36), the singularities in the Lorentz invariants are mapped into poles in
the regularisation parameter ǫ and we can now freely integrate over the Grassmann variable
η˜(A) related to the forward line.
4.4 Forward amplitudes and the one-loop integrand
In the previous section we discussed in some detail the structure of the forward amplitudes
for less/no-supersymmetric theories, which is related to the residue of the pole characterising
the loop integrand. As in (4.23), let us consider the one-loop integrand as generated via the
BCFW-bridge in the (4, 1)-channel. The full-fledge contribution to the one-loop integrand
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from the forward amplitudes is given by:
M(1)4
∣∣
(4, 1)
=
1 4
32
+
1 4
32
+
1
2 3
4
(4.38)
where the dotted lines, as before, identify the soft lines, and the on-shell diagrams are thought
to be suitably regularised. Notice that just the first diagram above can be generated by any
BCFW bridges, while the other two have a more peculiar structure. This suggests that the
diagrammatic expression (4.38), which has been obtained by assuming that the residue of
the pole in the one loop integrand under a BCFW deformation in the (4, 1)-channel is given
by a tree-level six-particle forward amplitude, is incomplete. In some sense, this might have
been expected given that a BCFW deformation in the (i, i + 1)-channel can see at most
the external bubbles related to the lines i and i + 1. Therefore, one can catch just part of
these singularities. For supersymmetric theories, this is not really an issue, at least as long
as we stick to one-loop, given that these terms are expected to be of order O(ǫ), ǫ being
a regularisation parameter. However, one would like to see this from a full-fledge on-shell
perspective. What we are observing here is that both the second and third term in (4.38)
individually show non-local contribution to the forward singularity and the overall leading
behaviour turns out to be O(ǫ−1) for N = 1, 2 supersymmetric theories and O(ǫ−3) for
pure Yang-Mills in our quasi-forward regularisation. However, both terms show a common
non-local pole whose contribution to the forward singularity cancels upon summation, so
that the real behaviour turns out to be O(ǫ0) and O(ǫ−2) in the supersymmetric and non-
supersymmetric cases respectively. This does not still coincide with the general argument
that supersymmetry is sufficient to cancel the external bubble divergencies [40].
The divergencies on line-1, which are caught in the second term (4.38), can in principle be
singled-out by a BCFW bridge in the (1, 2)-channel as well. It is not difficult to understand
that these two are not equivalent. For an explicit comparison, let us consider the on-shell
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diagrams generated by a BCFW bridge in the (1, 2)-channel:
M(1)4
∣∣
(1, 2)
=
1 4
32
+
2 3
1 4
+
1
2 3
4
(4.39)
and consider the second term in both (4.38) and (4.39), which can be recasted in a more
transparent form for our present purpose:
1 4
32
←→
1 4
32
2 3
1 4
←→
1
32
4
(4.40)
where it becomes manifest how both terms can be seen as a two BCFW-bridges attached to
a tree-level four-particle amplitude (the up-right on-shell box) with an on-shell bubble on the
particle-1 line. What distinguish in between the two lines in (4.40) is how the on-shell bubble
is attached on the particle-1 line. It is important to stress the on-shell bubble structure,
which is a bit peculiar: it appears as a loop which is softly attached to a particle line and
the side of the particle line is attached to affects the spinor dependence of the “soft terms”.
Parametrising the right-hand-side of both lines in (4.40) in such a way that the two terms can
be compared, it is easy to see that their sum provides with a further cancellation returning an
overall behaviour of the (quasi)-forward limits as O(ǫ) for N = 1, 2 and O(ǫ−1) for N = 0.
Some comments are now in order. Even for the N = 3, 4 cases, for which from the
start the forward limit was well-defined, seeing the one-loop integrand as the result of the
integration of the singularity equation via a BCFW bridge does not contain the full structure
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of the theory at this order. Luckily enough, for supersymmetric theories these terms turn
out to vanish. However, while for N = 3, 4 all these terms vanish individually19, so no
real issue occurs, in the less-supersymmetric theories this is not the case: some cancellation
occurs between the two singular terms caught by a given BCFW bridge – in particular, the
contribution to the forward singularity of the common non-local pole – but still a single
BCFW bridge does not seem capable to catch the full structure of the singularity along a
given particle line nor the singularities along all the particle lines. Diagrammatically, this is
shown by the appearance of on-shell bubbles just on the deformed lines and by the fact the
way the on-shell bubble is attached to a given line i changes depending on whether one is
considering a BCFW bridge in the (i, i+1)- or in the (i− 1, i)-channel, as it occurs in (4.40).
These missing contributions should be related to a boundary term in the integrand: under
a given BCFW deformation of the one-loop integrand, the loop structure along the unde-
formed external lines remain blind to it. They can be recovered by applying to the eventual
boundary term other BCFW bridges, in a sort of multi-step procedure. Diagrammatically,
this is equivalent to complete (4.38) on symmetry basis to get:
M(1)4 =
1 4
32
+
1 4
32
+
1
32
4
+
1
2 3
4
+
1 4
2 3
+
1 4
2 3
+ (4.41)
19Indeed, for each individual diagram, one keeps into account both the summation among the components
of the loop multiplet as well as between all the multiplet which can propagate.
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1 4
2 3
+
1
2 3
4
+
1
2 3
4
In the supersymmetric case, this issue is important just to have a full-fledge on-shell proof
of the fact that the singular terms in the forward limit do not contribute even at integrand
level once a suitable regularisation is introduced. The cut-constructible structure is instead
completely encoded in the non-singular term (the first in (4.41)), which can be obtained by
any suitable BCFW bridge as its very symmetric structure explicitly shows.
For pure Yang-Mills instead having a good control on the divergent term is crucial for
constructing higher loops on-shell diagrams. One can imagine that a contribution to a two-
loop integrand – i.e. an 8-form – can be given by suitably gluing together two one-loop
on-shell diagrams. In this case a finite contribution can be given by a divergent term (in the
regularisation parameter) of one of two diagrams and an order O(ǫ) term for the other one.
Furthermore, these terms are important for studying in detail the UV-divergent structure.
4.5 Rational terms and the one-loop integrand
In order to complete our discussion about the four-particle integrand at one-loop we need
to understand how the information about the rational terms, i.e. those contributions to
the one-loop amplitude which are not characterised by branch-cuts, are encoded from this
on-shell point of view. In general, these terms are not caught by four-dimensional unitarity,
but rather by considering unitarity in D-dimensions [62–71]. Furthermore, the gluon loops
are always dealt with by using a decomposition in terms of N = 4 and N = 1 multiplets as
well as a scalar, so that the rational terms are computed from the latter contribution only.
The massless scalars in D = 4 − 2ǫ are actually equivalent to a four-dimensional massive
scalar. As a consequence, helicity configurations such as the all-plus and the mostly plus
one becomes non-trivial [62, 72], differently from what happens at tree level for which they
vanish.
By itself, the quasi-forward regularisation scheme we have been using to make sense of
the in principle ill-defined forward limit, is not capable to catch this type of contribution.
The reason is easy to understand: this scheme regularises an integrand which can be defined
in principle but has some pathologies, while it does not give rise to new degrees of freedom
and thus to new integrands. Therefore, in order to be able to detect the missing terms, we
consider the contribution of some massive scalar in the forward lines, in a similar fashion
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as in dimensional regularisation. Indeed, this is not satisfactory at all, but allows us to
provide a first realisation of such contribution in terms of on-shell processes. For a complete
satisfactory treatment one would need to propose a full-fledge regularisation scheme for the
on-shell diagrams and, thus, for the integrand which is capable to take care of the forward
terms and catch the non-cut-constructible terms at once. We leave this to future work.
Let us turn to those configurations whose tree-level amplitude vanish. In these cases the
one-loop amplitude is completely given by a rational term, and therefore, thinking of it in
terms of the decomposition mentioned above, it is fully equivalent to having just a massive
scalar running in the loop. From our perspective, this amplitude is determined by the forward
limit of a tree-level-six particle amplitude. Let us consider some explicit example.
4.5.1 The all-plus four-gluon integrand
We begin with simplest example. As already mentioned, this class of amplitudes does not
have neither factorisation channels nor branch cuts. However, under a suitable regularisation
it is possible to mapping in an object – our integrand – which do have a pole structure. In
what follows, we assume the existence of a regularisation scheme which reduces the problem
to considering a four-dimensional massive scalar running in the loop, as it happens in di-
mensional regularisation. The introduction of a (regularising) mass allows for non-vanishing
on-shell 0-forms and thus there is a concrete sense in which one can think of the residues
of the poles in the integrand we want to compute as forward amplitudes. Specifically, the
full integrand is completely determined by such a singularity and it can be written in same
fashion of the MHV pure gluonic amplitudes:
M(1)4 (1
+, 2+, 3+, 4+) =
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where the dashed red lines indicate the (forward) massive scalars while the grey nodes are
the three-point amplitudes with one massless gluon and two massive scalars:
M3(1
0, 2+, 30) ≡
2
3
1
=
= δ(2 × 2)

 3∑
i=1
λ(i)λ˜(i) +m2
1∑
j=3
qj q˜j
〈j, qj〉[j, qj ]

m2 [2, 1]
〈2|p(1)|1]
,
M3(1
0, 2−, 30) ≡
2
3
1
=
= δ(2 × 2)

 3∑
i=1
λ(i)λ˜(i) +m2
1∑
j=3
qj q˜j
〈j, qj〉[j, qj ]

m2 〈3, 2〉
〈3|p(3)|2]
.
(4.43)
The momenta of the massive scalars are represented as the sum of two light-like bispinors
with qj and q˜j being the reference spinors related to particle j.
Following the diagrammatic reasoning in Section 4.1, it is possible to show that tree-
level amplitudes with massive scalars and at least two external massless gluons can be fully
expressed in terms of on-shell processes built out of the three-particle amplitudes (2.10) for
pure gluons (N = 0) and the gluon-scalar amplitudes (4.42). In the case we are interested
now, the residue of the loop propagator is the forward limit of the six-particle amplitude
Mtree6 (1
+, 2+, 3+, 4+, A,B):
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32
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. (4.44)
Notably, the six-particle amplitude of interest can be represented by a two on-shell processes
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one of which turns out to be well-defined in the forward limit, while the other one vanishes:
1 4
32
=
d2λ(A)d2λ˜(A)
Vol{GL(1)}
m4 st〈1,2〉〈2,3〉〈3,4〉〈4,1〉
(2p(A)p(1)) (2p(A)p(4))
(
P 212 − 2p
(A)P12
)
p(A) = τλ(A)λ˜(A) +m2
qq˜
τ〈A, q〉[A, q]
,
(4.45)
which coincides with the single-cut computation in [71]. Notice that the phase-space of the
massive forward state coincides with the one of its light-like projection because the on-shell
condition fixes its further degree of freedom to be m2/(〈A, q〉[A, q]). Attaching the BCFW
bridge in the (4, 1)-channel and using the merger operation, one can easily get to the on-shell
diagram at the very right of (4.42): (the integrand of) the all-plus four-particle amplitude
can be seen as four BCFW bridges attached to an on-shell 0-form. Explicitly, let us apply
the BCFW bridge in the (4, 1)-channel to the 3-form (4.45):
1
2 3
4
=
dz41
z41
d2λ(A)d2λ˜(A)
Vol{GL(1)}
m4 st〈1,2〉〈2,3〉〈3,4〉〈4,1〉
[2p(A)p(1)(z)] [2p(A)p(4)(z)]
[
P 212(z)− 2p
(A)P12(z)
]
p(1)(z) = λ(1)
(
λ˜(1) − z41λ˜
(4)
)
, p(4)(z) =
(
λ(4) + z41λ
(1)
)
λ˜(4),
(4.46)
where p(A) is given in (4.45). It is straightforward to notice that the usual off-shell loop
momentum l is related to the above parametrisation via l = p(A) + z41λ
(1)λ˜(4), with the pole
z41 = 0 clearly related to the massive on-shell condition (l
2 −m2) = 0. Seeing instead our
on-shell process as generated by four BCFW bridges applied to the (internal) 0-form on-shell
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box:
1
2 3
4
=
m4
〈1, 2〉〈2, 3〉〈3, 4〉〈4, 1〉
4∧
i=1
dzi,i+1
zi,i+1(1 + ai,i+1zi,i+1)
,


λ˜(1)(z) = λ˜(1) − z41λ˜(4) − z12λ˜(2),
λ(2)(z) = λ(2) + z12λ
(1) + z23λ
(3),
λ˜(3)(z) = λ˜(3) − z23λ˜(2) − z34λ˜(4),
λ(4)(z) = λ(4) + z34λ
(3) + z41λ
(1)
a12 =
〈1,3〉
〈2,3〉 , a23 =
〈1,3〉
〈1,2〉 ,
a34 =
〈3,1〉
〈4,1〉 , a41 =
〈3,1〉
〈3,4〉 ,
(4.47)
with the poles in zi,i+1 = 0 corresponding to (l
2 − m2) = 0, ((l − p(1))2 − m2) = 0,
((l + p(4))2 −m2) = 0, ((l − P12)2 −m2) = 0.
Such an on-shell four form shows a d log structure, which reflects the fact that the maximal
cut fixes completely this amplitude [63].
A comment is now in order. The on-shell diagrammatic representation of the integrands
corresponding to the rational terms has been possible because we assumed that a suitable
regularisation scheme for on-shell diagram would also induce a mass, as it occurs for dimen-
sional regularisation (where one then also integrates over such a mass to obtain a number –
up to order O(ǫ)).
4.5.2 The UHV four-gluon integrand
Let us now turn to the UHV amplitudes, which at tree level also vanish. As in the previous
case, the relevant contribution is equivalent to a massive four-dimensional scalar running in
the loop. The residue related to the pole induced by a BCFW bridge in the (4, 1)-channel
is given by the six-particle amplitudeMtree6 (1
+, 2+, 3−, 4+, A0, B0), with the momenta of the
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scalars A and B taken to be forward:
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(4.48)
The first diagram on the right-hand-side has the usual structure of four BCFW bridges
attached to an on-shell 0-form which has the same helicity structure of the (integrand of the)
amplitude we want to compute. This diagram represents a finite quantity:
1
2 3
4
=
m2[2, 4]2
〈1, 2〉[2, 3][3, 4]〈4, 1〉
1
u
×
×
4∧
i=1
dzi,i+1
zi,i+1
J−1
(1 + a34z34)2(1 + a23z23)2
[
m2 −
st
2u
4∏
i=1
(1 + ai,i+1zi,i+1)J
−1
]
,
(4.49)
where the coefficients ai,i+1, given in (4.47) , and the Jacobian J are functions of the Lorentz
invariants:
J = −
s
u
(1 + a23z23)(1 + a41z41)−
t
u
(1 + a12z12)(1 + a34z34) (4.50)
The integration along the contours γi,i+1 = {zj,j+1 = 0 ∀ j 6= i, & zi,i+1 | J = 0} provide
the contributions from the triple cuts, in agreement with [63].
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The second and fourth term in (4.48) instead shows the same structure of the diagrams
in (4.38) and they are divergent as well, making the forward limit we are considering ill-
defined unless a suitable regularisation procedure is introduced. Finally, the UHV integrand
shows a new structure which is encoded in the third and fifth diagram in the right-hand-
side of (4.48). Such terms need also a suitable regularisation given that they are ill-defined:
the corresponding terms in the forward six-particle amplitude in the left-hand-side of (4.48)
purely contribute to the forward singularity.
In order to regularise these terms one can generalise the quasi-forward limit discussed
previously to the massive scalars. Specifically, the idea is to deform the momenta of the
massive scalars on the tree-level six-particle amplitude before the forward limit is taken. The
deformation is chosen in a BCFW fashion, so that both momentum conservation and on-shell
conditions are preserved:
λ˜
(4)(ǫ) = λ˜(4) + ǫ
[
〈B, rB〉
〈4, rB〉
λ˜
(B) +
m2 λ˜(rB)
〈4|B|rB ]
]
, λ
(1)(ǫ) = λ(1) + ǫ
[
[A, rA]
[1, rA]
λ
(A) +
m2 λ(rA)
〈rA|A|1]
]
,
λ
(B)(ǫ) = λ(B) − ǫ
〈B, rB〉
〈4, rB〉
λ
(4)
, λ˜
(A)(ǫ) = λ˜(A) − ǫ
[A, rA]
[1, rA]
λ˜
(1)
,
λ
(rB)(ǫ) = λ(rB) + ǫ
〈rB, B〉
〈4, B〉
λ
(4)
, λ˜
(rA)(ǫ) = λ˜(rA) + ǫ
[rA, A]
[1, A]
λ˜
(1)
,
(4.51)
where rA and rB label the reference spinors for the massive momenta p
(A) and p(B) re-
spectively. Then, one can take the quasi-forward limit λ(B) −→ −λ(A), λ˜(B) −→ λ˜(A),
λ(rB) −→ −λ(rA), λ˜(rB) −→ λ˜(rA). As in the massless case, the propagators which originally
were divergent are now mapped in poles in the parameter ǫ. It can be easily checked that the
singularities in the non-local poles in an individual on-shell diagram cancel upon summation
in (4.48). In order to complete the integrand, one would need to apply a multi-step BCFW
algorithm, as for the massless case.
4.6 Higher point one-loop integrands
So far we analysed in detail the one-loop structure of four-particle amplitudes. We learnt that
the forward amplitude related to a given BCFW bridging can in principle contain ill-defined
terms. Upon the quasi-forward regularisation outlined above, poles in the regularisation
parameters appear both related to physical singularities and to non-local poles. The latter
cancel upon summation among diagrams, some of which are obtained by a multi-step BCFW
algorithm (or equivalently by symmetry). For N 6= 0, supersymmetry guarantees further
cancellations so that the originally ill-defined terms become of order O(ǫ). For N = 0, these
terms are of order O(ǫ−1). In both cases, the finite diagram contains all the cut-constructible
information as well as, for N = 0, the integrand related to the rational terms upon a suitable
mass-deformation.
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These results extend also to higher number of external states. In order to provide a
complete proof of this statement, we need to prove that the same cancellations occurs for a
larger number of particles as well as the finite contributions returned from the start contains
all and only the correct singularities.
As a first step, let us consider the following n-particle forward term:
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with Ik ∪ Jk = {4, . . . , n}. As the momenta of particle A and B are taken to be forward,
the first term in the right-hand-side of (4.52) turns out to be completely regular, while all
the other terms are not well defined. More precisely, the terms in the sum in (4.52) can be
written as two sets of terms one which is ill-defined in the forward limit, while the other is
well-defined, provided that dim{Jk} ≥ 2 – for dim{Jk} < 2 all the terms in which it can
be represented are ill-defined in the forward limit. Upon the quasi-forward regularisation,
each of such terms’ leading behaviour is of order O(ǫN−3) for N even and O(ǫN−2) for N
odd, with the divergencies due also to non-local poles. However, such non-local poles are not
singularities of the full tree-level (n + 2)-particle amplitude. In fact, in a neighbourhood of
such a pole, the following factorisations occur:
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(4.53)
where {Ik′ , Jk¯} and {Ik¯, Jk′′} are two different partitions of {4, . . . , n}, while the green
interior line points out the factorisation which leads to the diagrams on the right-hand-side.
The two factorisation diagrams are equal up to an overall sign, so that the related pole
cancels out upon summation. Hence, when the quasi-forward limit is taken, the pole in
the regularisation parameter due to the individual diagrams on the left-hand side in (4.53)
cancels. Therefore, the contribution coming from the originally ill-defined diagrams in the
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sum are
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As in the four-particle case, such diagrams show a forward singularity of the order O(ǫN−2)
for N even and O(ǫN−1) for N odd: The ǫN factor comes from the sum over the components
of a multiplet running in the “forward lines”/on-shell bubbles, an extra cancellation occurs
for N odd when summing the two multiplets and, finally, the factor ǫ−2 comes from a collinear
singularity (either 〈A,B〉 or [A,B]) and a “bubble divergence” P 2ABi ∼ (p
(i))2. The other
terms of the type in (4.54) can again be generated via a multi-step BCFW algorithm and,
upon summation, the behaviour of the originally ill-defined diagrams is enhanced to O(ǫN−1)
for N even and O(ǫN−1) for N odd. Thus, the cancellations we observed at four-particle
level actually extend to an arbitrary number n of external states.
We now need to prove that the finite contributions singled out by a given BCFW bridge
contain all and only the physical singularities. The proof can be formulated inductively on
the same lines of the all-loop one for N = 4 Super Yang-Mills, with the crucial difference
that the helicity flows now provide a guide for reading off the singularities. The induction
hypothesis is given by the following relation:
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Having demonstrated in the previous sections that, upon the quasi-forward regularisation,
cancellations occur in the four-point one-loop integrand among divergent terms so that they
turn out to behave as O(ǫ) for N = 1, 2 and O(ǫ−1) for N = 0, the induction hypothesis
(4.55) implies that all the one-loop sub-amplitudes in the two sets of factorisation channels do
have this same behaviour and in no inverse powers of ǫ (i.e. new divergencies) can be added
in the factorisation diagrams by the BCFW bridge. Furthermore, as we just stressed, a single
BCFW bridge is not able to capture all the divergent terms so that via either a multi-step
BCFW algorithm or symmetry argument, one can obtain all the missing terms. In this sense,
one would not be allowed to write (4.55), not even in the four-particle case. However, if we
consider the completion of the divergent structure as part of the regularisation scheme, (4.55)
can be indeed written for N = 1, 2 theories once we prove that these terms are of order
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O(ǫ) in the regularisation parameter. Thus, the idea is to always generate the higher point
integrand from the lower ones, regularising it at each stage of the recursive procedure via the
quasi-forward scheme. The N = 0 case is more subtle due to the presence of the O(ε−1)
terms as well as of the would-be rational contributions, and we will discuss it separately.
4.6.1 One-loop integrand structure for N = 1, 2 supersymmetric theories
Let us therefore focus on the N = 1, 2 theories, taking (4.55) as induction hypothesis,
where all the one-loop (sub)-diagrams are understood to be regularised under the quasi-
forward regularisation scheme with the O(ǫ) behaviour for the on-shell bubble diagrams, and
analysing the one-loop amplitudes with n′ > n external states.
At first, we discuss the factorisation channels. The channels with the bridged particle on
different sub-amplitudes are manifestly shown:
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Notice that the helicities of the bridged particles are preserved. This occurs with any bridge
with helicity multiplets (∓,∓) as well as (−,+) with the (negative)-positive helicity multiplet
on the (anti)-holomorphic three-particle amplitude. The leftover possible helicity choice of
a bridge typically allows both multiplets to propagate in the internal lines, generating the
helicity loops and, therefore, extra singularities. Furthermore, one term of this sum is not
helicity preserving with respect to the bridged particles.
Let us move on to factorisation channels where the bridged particles are allowed to be
on the same sub-amplitude. Let us label a generic factorisation channel with K and, for the
time being, consider the tree-level contribution to the factorising amplitude:
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where the factorisation channel is again identified by the helicity flows in the tree-level sub-
amplitude. Similarly, for the other set of factorisation diagrams. As far as the forward
diagram is concerned, in this class of factorisation channels, a contribution it provides is
given by
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Recollecting all these diagrams, it easy to see that, by virtue of the induction hypothesis,
they sum up to a factorisation diagram with the sub-amplitudes are given by a tree-level
sub-amplitude with the set K of external states, and a one-loop sub-amplitude
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In the same fashion, but without contribution from the forward diagrams, one obtains
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where we used the induction hypothesis in order to write down the right-hand-side.
The collinear factorisation involving the bridged particles is a bit more subtle. There is
just one diagram which can contribute for each of the two ways in which such a factorisation
can occur. The first one, which correspond to the anti-holomorphic two particle factorisation
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is given by
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(4.59)
Notice that, with the current choice of the helicity configuration for the bridged particles and
irrespectively of the helicity of particle 2, the helicity flow from the external state 2 to the
(n′ − 2)-particle sub-amplitude is preserved: Such a channel is always a collinear singularity
of our amplitude. Similarly, the holomorphic one arises from
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(4.60)
As in the previous case, the helicity flow between the external state n′ and the (n′ − 2)-
particle sub-amplitude is preserved, so that the singularity diagram on the right-hand-side is
effectively a factorisation channel for the full amplitude.
A comment is now in order. Let us consider the helicity configuration (−,−) for the
bridged particles. While the discussion for the anti-holomorphic factorisation goes as in
(4.59), something different happens for the holomorphic one. First, the diagram of the type
of the one at the left-hand-side in (4.60) is present if and only if particle (n′− 1) has positive
helicity. In this case
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(4.61)
There is no helicity flow along the lines (n′ − 1) and n′ and thus there is no holomorphic
factorisation in the (n′, 1) channel.
Finally, from the very same argument that led to prove the cancellation of non-local poles
in Section 4.1, it follows that the factorisation channels are all and only the one described.
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Let us move on the forward diagram. As for the factorisation channels, a given BCFW
bridge makes manifest a forward limit20:
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The other forward channels are a bit more subtle. Let us consider the forward singularity
between particle i and i + 1. Such a singularity is contained in the following factorisation
terms:
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as well as
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Thus, all the physical forward singularities are guaranteed by the induction hypothesis. Fi-
nally, in order to prove that there is no other type of forward-channel implied by the BCFW
formula for arbitrary n′ external states, we need to show that any other possible forward sin-
gularity is actually spurious and thus it needs to cancel. The cancellation mechanism turns
out to be quite similar to the one which eliminates all the non-local poles for the factorisation
channels, i.e. the same forward singularity is contained by two different diagrams and its
residue is the same but with different sign:
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and similarly for the other factorisation-channel where the tree-level and one-loop sub-
amplitudes are exchanged.
20It is important to stress that such a statement can be made because we are considering all the on-shell
diagrams as regularised in the quasi-forward scheme, in which any other contribution is of order O(ǫ) and the
simple bridging operation cannot make such a behaviour worse.
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4.6.2 One-loop integrand structure for pure Yang-Mills
Differently from the supersymmetric theories, pure Yang-Mills turns out to have a richer
structure, having both rational terms and diagrams with bubbles on the external legs. As
we discussed in the four-particle case at one-loop, one can generate these terms in the quasi-
forward regularisation with a massive deformation. Schematically, the on-shell diagrams
representing a generic four-particle amplitude at one-loop can be organised in three classes
of contributions:
M(1L)4 = M˜
(1L)
4 + Mˆ
(1L)
4 (m
2) +
1
ǫ
∑
r
[
M˜(1L)4, r + Mˆ
(1L)
4, r (m
2)
]
ǫr (4.66)
where M˜4 resembles the on-shell diagram with only massless states and which is well-defined
in the forward limit and encodes the cut-constructible information, Mˆ(1L)4 (m
2) is such that it
vanishes as m2 −→ 0 and encodes the information on the rational terms, and finally the last
set of contributions come from the on-shell bubbles upon quasi-forward regularisation, with
ǫ being the regularisation parameter. All these sets of terms are actually on-shell four-forms,
despite the fact that we refer to Mˆ(1L)4 (m
2) as encoding the rational terms. The sets of con-
tributions which have been indicated with M˜4 and M˜4,r contain all the information coming
from considering just massless gluons in the forward lines, while Mˆ4(m2) and Mˆ4,r(m2) take
into account massive scalars only. For all-plus helicity amplitudes just the second term is
present, for the UHV ones the first term is absent, while all of them are present for MHV
configurations.
We can now proceed again via induction and take again (4.55) as induction hypothesis,
where also massive scalars need to be considered as propagating in the forward lines. All
the sub-amplitudes in the factorisation channels and the forward term are understood to be
regularised in the quasi-forward scheme21. The analysis of the singularity structure for the
n′-particle amplitude at one-loop (n′ > n) goes exactly as for N = 1, 2 in Section (4.6.1),
showing that the recursive relation contains all and only the physical factorisation channels
as well as the forward singularities. However, some comments are in order. First of all,
the n-particle integrand resulting from the recursion relation can be naturally reorganised
according to the following structure
M(1L)n = M˜
(1L)
n + Mˆ
(1L)
n (m
2) +
1
ǫ
∑
r
[
M˜(1L)n, r + Mˆ
(1L)
n, r (m
2)
]
ǫr (4.67)
where
M˜(1L)n =
∑
k∈P(1, n)
[
M˜(1L)Ik ⊗M
tree
Jk + M
tree
Ik ⊗ M˜
(1L)
Jk
]
+Mfwn+2 (4.68)
21It is important here to remember that in this scheme we include both a quasi-forward deformation such
as (4.37) and (4.51), and the completion of the recursive expression via multi-step BCFW algorithm.
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contains the contributions of the massless gluons in the forward lines which are well-defined
from the start, and encode the cut-constructible information;
Mˆ(1L)n (m
2) =
∑
k∈P(1, n)
[
Mˆ(1L)Ik (m
2)⊗MtreeJk + M
tree
Ik
⊗ Mˆ(1L)Jk (m
2)
]
+Mfwn+2(m
2), (4.69)
contains the contributions of the massive scalars in the forward line which are well-defined
from the start, and encode the information on the rational terms; and
M˜(1L)n,r =
∑
k∈P(1, n)
[
M˜(1L)Ik,r ⊗M
tree
Jk
+ MtreeIk ⊗ M˜
(1L)
Jk
]
+Mfwn+2,r,
Mˆ(1L)n,r (m
2) =
∑
k∈P(1, n)
[
Mˆ(1L)Ik,r(m
2)⊗MtreeJk + M
tree
Ik
⊗ Mˆ(1L)Jk,r(m
2)
]
+Mfwn+2,r(m
2)
(4.70)
are understood to have been completed via multi-step BCFW algorithm, and encodes the
(r− 1)-terms in the quasi-forward expansion and, in principle, takes contributions from both
the massless gluons and the massive scalars in the (quasi)-forward lines. In all the formulae
(4.68), (4.69) and (4.70), P(1, n) represents the set of factorisation channels singled out by
the BCFW bridge in the (1, n)-channel, Ik and Jk are such that Ik ∪ Jk = {2, . . . , n − 1}
and represent all the possible partitions of {2, . . . , n − 1} in P(1, n), and finally the apex (fw)
indicates the terms coming from the highest-degree forward term in the recursion relation.
It is easy to notice that the overall recursion relation is actually a direct sum of three
recursion relations, one for each “sector”: (4.68) provides a recursion relation for the cut-
constructible terms, (4.69) for the “rational” ones and finally (4.70) for the on-shell bubbles
– Notice that, in principle, (4.70) contains an order O(ǫ0) term. However, it does not contain
cut-constructible information and can be easily isolated, as we did, because it is sourced by
those on-shell diagrams which are ill-defined before quasi-forward regularisation.
4.7 Higher loop integrands
In order to extend the previous analysis to higher loops, at least for N = 1, 2, we need to
ensure that the potentially problematic terms keep being (at least) of order O(ǫ) at all loops.
As far as pure Yang-Mills is concerned, the nice structure (4.67) observed at one loop does
not hold in general at higher loops: the terms of order O(ǫ) can combine with the O(ǫ−1)
ones giving rise to physically meaningful contributions and thus mixing the various sectors
which appear instead decoupled at one-loop level.
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The potentially problematic terms arise from the following structures
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where the big blobs represent (n+ 1)-particle amplitudes at (L− 1)-loop order, and the red
lines labelled by A and B are the ones which are taken to be forward. Notice that these two
diagrams share the same non-local pole
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where the green line emphasises how such factorisations arise. This singularity disappears
upon summation. In the quasi-forward regularisation for the individual diagrams above, the
pole is mapped into a pole in the regularisation parameter. Thus, when the two quasi-forward
diagrams are summed, the pole in ǫ related to such a channel disappears as well: The sum of
the two diagrams in (4.71) is better behaved than the individual diagrams. Also, in this limit
two intermediate legs become soft – of order O(ǫ) – so that the (n+1)-particle sub-amplitude
at (L− 1)-loop factorises in a soft factor of order O(ǫ−2) and an n-particle sub-amplitude at
(L− 1)-loop. Therefore, at the leading order in the ǫ-expansion:
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where the dotted internal lines represent the soft states. Notice that the factor ǫN comes
from the integration over the component of a single multiplet, the term in the square brackets
represents the sum over the two multiplets, the extra powers ǫ−2 is a result of a collinear and
a soft singularity – the cancellation of the non-local pole discussed above is already taken
into account.
Upon completion via the multi-step BCFW algorithm/symmetry, also diagrams of the
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following type are introduced
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which share a forward singularity with (4.71). The overall behaviour gets therefore enhanced
of one power to O(ǫ) for supersymmetric theories and O(ǫ−1) for pure Yang-Mills. Notice
that this is the same mechanism which we described in detail at one-loop. Furthermore, in a
hypothetical recursion relation at higher loops, one can find factorisation terms such as
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where the two sub-amplitudes are at l- and (L − l)-loop. In the supersymmetric case, the
products of the two sub-amplitudes in a factorisation channel produces terms which are at
least of order O(ǫ0) which are just given by the produces of those terms which are well-defined
from the start in the forward limit. Therefore, in the supersymmetric case, one can apply to
all loops the same inductive reasoning used to prove the validity of the recursion relations at
tree- and one-loop level, given that no pole in the regularisation parameter can be generated.
Different is instead the case of pure Yang-Mills which shows already at one-loop a pole
in the regularisation parameter. In principle, if one tries to glue two loop amplitudes in pure
Yang-Mills, one could generate higher order poles in the regularisation parameters as well
as physically meaningful contribution can arise from the product of the singular term of one
sub-amplitude and the O(ǫ) term of the other sub-amplitude, coming from the contribution
which is well-defined from the very beginning.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we discussed the on-shell diagrammatics for less/no-supersymmetric theories
and the possibility of representing the (integrand of the) amplitudes in terms of on-shell
processes at all loop orders.
For the class of theories we are interested in, the physical states can be packed into two
coherent multiplets which, grouping states with the same helicity sign, can be labelled by
the related helicity sign itself. From a diagrammatic point of view, this is reflected in a di-
rection assignment to the lines in the diagrams. With such a prescription, the three-particle
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amplitudes are endowed with two incoming and one outgoing helicity arrows if they are holo-
morphic, and one incoming and two outgoing if they are anti-holomorphic. As a consequence,
any more complicated on-shell process built by suitably gluing them is characterised by a per-
fect orientation, which actually has a physical meaning. First of all, the presence of a physical
perfect orientation restricts the equivalence operations on a diagram. More precisely, while
the merger/expansion involving two three-particle amplitudes of the same type holds as in
the maximally supersymmetric case, the square move is admitted for a specific helicity flow
structure: it holds if and only if the on-shell box shows helicity flows between external state
and one of them goes around the full box. The path of the helicity flows in the on-shell
box is a reflection of its singularity structure. In the case just mentioned, the existence of
helicity flows between external states and with one of them characterised by a particular path
is the diagrammatic codification of the fact that the on-shell diagram in question undergoes
a complex factorisation under both limit in a channel, while in the other just one of the
two complex factorisations is allowed. Such an on-shell diagram is just a representation of a
tree-level four-particle amplitude with the same helicity states being consecutive.
In the case the coherent states with the same helicity are not consecutive, the on-shell box
is characterised either by direct helicity flows between consecutive states or by two helicity
flows between consecutive states in a given channel and an internal helicity loop. The presence
of the latter is a manifestation of the presence of a higher order pole. When an internal
helicity loop is admitted, both orientation (clockwise and counter-clockwise) are allowed:
this correspond to the fact that one has to sum over both the multiplets. Interestingly, in on-
shell diagrams contributing to a loop integrand (what we have called on-shell 4L-forms), the
presence of such internal helicity loops in the interior of the diagram is related to the presence
of a more complex structure than the d log which appear in the maximally supersymmetric
theory. In particular, it indicates the presence of UV divergencies.
The existence of these equivalence relations implies that also for the decorated on-shell
diagrams there is a degree of redundancy, and equivalence classes can be defined. In the
context of N = 4 SYM, the equivalence classes are defined via (decorated) permutations. In
the less/no-supersymmetric case, they are defined combining permutations with the helicity
flows. Interestingly, a given permutation can contain different equivalence classes, which is
the statement that such equivalence classes are related to each other by Ward identities.
More generically, given a certain on-shell diagram with the number of sink and sources fixed
(i.e. the diagram belongs to a fixed NkMHV-sector) and a given perfect orientation, one can
obtain any other perfect orientation by helicity flows reversal. Such an operation produces a
Jacobian: this is the statement that, once the NkMHV-sector is fixed, the on-shell processes
can be related by Ward identities as well.
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The on-shell diagrams so defined allows to provide a representation for scattering ampli-
tudes also for N ≤ 2 (S)YM theories. Making this statement more precise, for N = 1, 2
it is possible to prove via induction that the on-shell diagrams provide a full-fledge repre-
sentation for the integrand at all-loops, and such a representation relies on the possibility of
reconstructing the integrand of the amplitudes from factorisation and forward singularities.
For an individual diagram, the forward limit is well defined just for N = 3, 4, because of the
presence of non-local poles: While supersymmetry is enough to kill both local and non-local
divergencies in N = 3, 4 SYM theories, it is not the case for N ≤ 2. The problematic terms
have the topology of a lower-level amplitude with one of the states softly connected to an
on-shell bubble. Some of these non-localities which characterise such diagrams cancel upon
summation of the on-shell diagrams in a given representation. This can be seen explicitly
by treating the forward limit through the introduction of a quasi-forward deformation such
that both the on-shell condition and momentum conservation are preserved. In this way the
terms which become singular in the forward limit are mapped into poles in the deforma-
tion parameter: One can then explicitly see how the sum over the potentially problematic
terms becomes of order O(ǫ0) for N = 1, 2 and O(ǫ−2) for pure Yang-Mills. However, we
observed that, while any BCFW bridge captures the so-called cut-constructible part of the
amplitude, it does not capture all the inequivalent diagrams with external on-shell bubbles.
The missing terms can be reconstructed either via a multi-step BCFW algorithm or, equiv-
alently, via symmetry. Once also these terms are added, the behaviour improves to O(ǫ)
for N = 1, 2 and O(ǫ−1) for pure Yang-Mills. While for the supersymmetric case this is
an all-loop statement and, thus, one can recursively reconstruct the integrand at all loop in
terms of on-shell processes, with the only condition that no BCFW bridge has an internal
helicity flow, for pure Yang-Mills this holds only at one loop. Staying at one loop, in order
to obtain the terms related to the so-called rational terms, we introduce a mass-deformation
in the forward lines and, in particular, considered the contribution of a massive scalar. The
quasi-forward regularisation, together with the mass-deformation, allows to reconstruct the
integrand containing the cut-constructible information as well as the rational terms and the
divergent pieces (which should vanish upon integration).
However, the treatment of pure Yang-Mills needs to be considered just preliminary. First
of all, the way that we obtained the part of the integrand which encodes the rational terms
is ad hoc: In a sense, we mimic what happens in dimensional regularisation where, divid-
ing the (4 − 2ǫ)-dimensional loop momentum in a direct product of a 4-dimensional and a
−2ǫ-dimensional one, a sort of effective mass is generated. Furthermore, we also uses the
“decomposition” of the gluon into a N = 4 component, 4 N = 1 components and a scalar,
with now the massive scalar being the only contribution to the non-cut-constructible part.
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Furthermore, in this way the bipartite nature of the on-shell diagrammatic gets broken. It
would be desirable to have a regularisation procedure at integrand level which can take care
of the forward limit and generate the “rational terms” at once. One possibility might be
to generalise our quasi-forward deformation in such a way that rather than preserving the
on-shell condition of the forward lines, would make them square to some new parameter m2.
However, also this prescription can be applied only to those diagrams that can be already de-
fined (before the forward limit is taken), while it will not be able to generate those amplitudes
such as the all-plus and UHV ones. It is therefore compelling to find a suitable regularisation
scheme for the on-shell diagrams which can preserve as many of their properties as possible.
One the regularisation is under control, it is tempting to try to face the renormalisation issue
and formulate a sort of on-shell renormalisation group.
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A BCFW-like integrands from integral basis at one loop
According to the common wisdom on loop amplitudes, they are computed by looking for a
scalar integral basis and using generalised unitarity to compute their coefficients [57, 58, 62,
76–79] which are just rational functions of the Lorentz invariants. At one loop, such a basis
can either be determined by the Passarino-Veltman reduction [80–82], or also by general
arguments on the amplitude singularity structure [19]: In a four-dimensional space-time and
for fixed external momenta, the leading singularity is determined by sending on-shell four
internal propagators in complexified momentum space. Thus, a putative scalar integral basis
of a one-loop amplitude can be thought to be given by the sum of all those scalar k-gon
integrals with k ≤ 4. One can actually proceed iteratively by writing down the one-loop
amplitude as a sum of all the scalar boxes reproducing all the leading singularities. Then,
one can perform a triple cut on this ansatz. If it provides a consistent result, the ansatz is
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complete. Otherwise one needs to add all the scalar triangles which allows the ansatz to be
consistent with the triple cuts. Then, one can check this corrected ansatz by performing a
double cut. Again, if the ansatz turns out to be consistent with the double cut, the basis
can be considered as determined. Otherwise, it would be necessary to add all those bubble
integrals which are consistent with the double cuts. Actually, in this case, one would need
also to add a rational term which cannot be determined by k-cuts with k ≥ 2. Those terms
can be actually fixed if one implements generalised unitarity in dimensional regularisation as
zeroth-order terms in the regulator expansion [62–71].
Therefore, the minimal scalar integral basis for a general one-loop amplitude is given by
M (1)n =
∑
i∈S4
C(i)4
. .
.
.
.
...
+
∑
i∈S3
C(i)3
.
.
.
.
. .
+
∑
i∈S2
C(i)2 +R
(1) (A.1)
For the sake of simplicity, let us restrict ourself to a four-particle colour-ordered amplitude
and let us play with the integrals. Fixing the loop momentum l to run from particle 1 to
particle 2, the box integral is given by
I4 ≡
1
2 3
4
=
∫
d4l
st δ(4)
(∑4
k=1 p
(i)
)
l2(l − p(1))2(l + p(2))2(l − P14)2
, (A.2)
where both the Mandelstam variables s and t and the momentum-conserving δ-function have
been included into the definition. Using the momentum-conserving δ-function, the scalar box
above can be written as
I4 = st
∫ 4∏
i=1
d4li, i + 1
l2i, i+ 1
δ(4)
(
p(1) − l12 − l41
)
δ(4)
(
p(2) + l12 + l23
)
δ(4)
(
p(3) − l23 − l34
)
×
× δ(4)
(
p(4) + l34 + l41
)
,
(A.3)
with l12 ≡ l, l23 ≡ −(l+p(2)), l34 ≡ l−P14, l41 ≡ −(l−p(1)). All the li, i + 1’s can be written
as a sum over two light-like vectors
li, i+ 1 = µi, i + 1 + zi, i+ 1qi, i+ 1, µ
2
i, i + 1 = 0 = q
2
i, i+ 1, (A.4)
qi, i+ 1’s being fixed reference spinors. The momenta li, i + 1 are therefore parametrised in terms
of the light-like momenta µi, i+ 1, encoding three degrees of freedom each, and zi, i + 1. In these
new variables, the scalar box becomes
I4 = st
∫ 4∏
i=1
dzi, i+ 1
zi, i+ 1
∫ 4∏
i=1
d4µi, i+ 1δ
(4)
(
µ2i, i + 1
)
δ(4)
(
p(i)(z)− µi, i+ 1 − µi− 1, i
)
, (A.5)
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where p(i)(z) ≡ p(i) + (−1)izi, i+ 1 qi, i+ 1 + (−1)izi− 1, i qi− 1, i. The reference four-vectors
can be conveniently chosen in such a way that [p(i)(z)]2 = 0. There are two, in principle
equivalent, straightforward choices which satisfy such a condition: qi, i+ 1 = λ
(i)λ˜(i + 1) or
qi, i+ 1 = λ
(i+ 1)λ˜(i) – notice that with such a choices the variables zi, i+ 1’s are taken to
transform not trivially under the little group of particles i and i+ 1.
Performing the integration over µi, i+ 1, one obtains the following form for the scalar box
I4 = δ
(4)
(
4∑
i=1
p(i)
)∫ 4∏
i=1
dzi, i+ 1
zi, i+ 1
st
s(z)t(z)
=
= δ(4)
(
4∑
i=1
p(i)
)∫ 4∏
i=1
dzi, i+ 1
zi, i + 1(1 + ai, i+ 1zi, i + 1)
,
(A.6)
where the ai, i + 1’s are rational functions of the Lorentz invariant spinor inner products, whose
explicit form depends on the choices of the reference vectors/bispinors qi, i+ 1. Notice that
the form of the integrand of (A.6) resembles the one which is obtained from the on-shell
diagrammatics, where the d log ζ structure is manifest
I4 = δ
(4)
(
4∑
i=1
p(i)
)∫ 4∧
i=1
d log ζi, i+ 1 ≡ δ
(4)
(
4∑
i=1
p(i)
)∫ 4∧
i=1
d log
ai, i+ 1zi, i+ 1
1 + ai, i + 1zi, i+ 1
(A.7)
and the definition of p(i)(z)’s recalls a composite BCFW deformation.
Let us now move to the scalar triangles, proceeding in a similar fashion. As an explicit
example, let us consider the following integral
I3 ≡
1
2 3
4
=
∫
d4l
s δ(4)
(∑4
k=1 p
(i)
)
l2(l − p(1))2(l + p(2))2
, (A.8)
where the loop momentum l is again taken to run from particle 1 to particle 2. As in the
scalar box case, using the momentum-conserving δ-function:
I3 = s
∫ 2∏
i=4
d4li, i + 1
l2
i, i+ 1
δ(4)
(
p(1) − l12 − l41
)
δ(4)
(
p(2) + l12 + l23
)
δ(4) (P34 + l41 − l23) . (A.9)
Taking now the very same parametrisation (A.4) for the li, i+ 1’s, and integrating over the
light-like vectors/bispinors µi, i + 1’s, the scalar triangle becomes
I3 = δ
(4)
(
4∑
i=1
p(i)
)∫ 2∏
i=4
dzi, i+ 1
zi, i+ 1
∫
dξ
ξ
s
s(z)
=
= δ(4)
(
4∑
i=1
p(i)
)∫
dz41
z41(1 + a41z41)
dz23
z23(1 + a23z23)
dz12
z12
∫
dξ
ξ
(A.10)
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where ξ is related to µ12 via the δ-function which “localises” it over µ
2
12 = 0, so that
µ12 = ξ νν˜ with ξ, νa and ν˜a˙ parametrising the three degrees of freedom of µ12, as well as
p(i)(z) ≡ p(i) + (−1)izi, i + 1 qi, i + 1 + (−1)izi − 1, i qi− 1, i and P34(z) = P34 + z41q41 − z23q23.
As for the box, the reference q’s are taken in such a way that [p(i)(z)]2 = 0.
Notice that also the scalar triangles have a d log structure for their integrand
I3 = δ
(4)
(
2∑
i=4
p(i)
)∫
d log ξ ∧
2∧
i=4
d log ζi, i+ 1 ≡
≡ δ(4)
(
2∑
i=4
p(i)
)∫
d log z12 ∧ d log ξ ∧ d log
a41z41
1 + a41z41
∧ d log
a23z23
1 + a23z23
.
(A.11)
For planar theories, the integration variables among the different elements of the basis can be
identified. Comparing how we parametrised I4 and I3, the zi, i+ 1’s in the two integrals are
exactly the same for i = 4, . . . 2, while z34 and ξ need to be related by a change of variable,
which can be easily found if we consider P34(z) = p
(3)(z) + p(4)(z), with p(i)(z) as defined
in (A.5) – which just amounts to add and subtract z34q34 in the definition of P34(z) in the
above paragraph – and it is given by
ξ =
b(1 + a34z34)
− su(1 + a23z23)(1 + a41z41)−
t
u(1 + a12z12)(1 + a34z34)
, (A.12)
where b, as the ai, i + 1’s, is a rational function of the Lorentz invariants and depends on the
choices of the reference qi, i+ 1’s.
The expression as dlog of the integrand of the other scalar triangles can be obtained by
cyclic permutations of the indices.
Finally, let us take a look at the scalar bubble
I2 ≡
1
2 3
4
=
∫
d4l
δ(4)
(∑4
i=1 p
(i)
)
(l − p(1))2(l + p(2))2
=
=
∫
d4l23
l223
d4l41
l241
δ(4) (P12 − l41 + l23) δ
(4) (P34 + l41 − l23) .
(A.13)
Using the same change of variables as before and integrating out all the degrees of freedom
that the delta functions allow, one obtains:
I2 =
∫
dz23
z23
dz41
z41
∫
〈α, dα〉[α˜, dα˜]
s(z)
〈α|P12(z)|α˜]2
, (A.14)
where α and α˜ are the spinors related to µ41. Differently from the scalar box and the scalar
triangle, the scalar bubble does not have a d log ζ structure. If we take α = α(z) and
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α˜ = α˜(z) and we trade them for z12 and z34, so that the integrands of the box, triangles and
bubbles are functions of the same variables, the above integral takes the following form:
I2 =
st
u2
∫
dz23
z23
dz41
z41
dz12 dz34 a12a34(1 + a23z23)(1 + a41z41)[
− su(1 + a23z23)(1 + a41z41)−
t
u(1 + a12z12)(1 + a34z34)
]2 =
=
st
u2
∫ 4∧
i=1
dζi, i + 1
ζi, i+ 1
ζ12ζ34[
− su(1− ζ12)(1− ζ34)−
t
u(1− ζ23)(1− ζ41)
]2 ,
(A.15)
where the ζi, i+ 1 are the “d log” variables in (A.7). The other bubble integral can be obtained
from (A.15) via the label exchange 2 ←→ 4. Notices that the denominator of the integrand
is invariant under such a relabelling and, thus, it is common to the two scalar bubbles of the
one-loop amplitude. Furthermore, it introduces a new singularity which correspond to the
UV divergence of the bubbles.
B Double cuts and the BCFW parametrisation of the one-loop integrand
In Section 4.2 we extensively discuss the one-loop structure with particular reference to
the correspondence between the on-shell forms and the generalised unitarity cuts. In this
appendix we show how the standard representation of the double cuts can be mapped in
an “on-shell-like” form. For the sake of concreteness, let us focus on the double cut in the
s-channel of the same four-particle amplitude analysed in 4.2:
∆(s)2 M
(1L)
4 =
    
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



1
2 3
4
=
=
∑
h=±
∫
dω23dω41M
tree
4
(
−l−h41 , 1, 2, l
h
23; {η˜}
)
Mtree4
(
−l−h23 , 3, 4, l
h
41; {η˜}
)
,
(B.1)
where dωi,i+1 ≡ d4li,i+1dN η˜(i, i+ 1) δ(l2i,i+1) is the phase-space of the loop momentum li,i+1,
which runs between particle-i and -i + 1 and, as usual, the (super)-momentum δ-functions
are contained in the amplitudes Mtree4 .
Integrating over the phase-space of l23 as well as over both the Grassmann variables
η˜(i, i + 1):
∆(s)2 M
(1L)
4 =
∑
h=±
∫
dτ τ
∫
〈µ, dµ〉[µ˜, dµ˜] δ
(
P 212 + τ〈µ|P12|µ˜]
)
〈µ|P12|µ˜]
N×
× δ(2 × 2)
(
4∑
k=1
λ(k)λ˜(k)
)
δ(2 × N )
(
4∑
k=1
λ(k)η˜(k)
)
M tree4 (1, 2; µ, µ˜)M
tree
4 (µ, µ˜; 3, 4) ,
(B.2)
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where l41 = τµµ˜ due to δ(l
2
41) which implements the cut of this line, the δ-function in
(B.2) is due δ(l223) which puts the other loop-line on-shell, and 〈µ|P12|µ˜]
N is produced by the
integration over the Grassmann variables.
The δ-function in (B.2) can be used to fix τ to get
∆(s)2 M
(1L)
4 =M
tree
4
∫
〈µ, dµ〉[µ˜, dµ˜]
s〈2, 3〉〈4, 1〉
[
〈µ, 1〉4−N 〈3|P12|µ˜]4−N + 〈µ, 3〉4−N 〈1|P12|µ˜]4−N
]
〈µ|P12|µ˜]4−N 〈µ, 1〉〈4, µ〉〈2|P12 |µ˜]〈3|P12|µ˜]
.
(B.3)
Finally, parametrising the loop spinors µ and µ˜ as follows
µ = λ(4) + z34λ
(3), µ˜ = λ˜(1) − z12λ
(2), (B.4)
one obtains
∆(s)2 M
(1L)
4 = M
tree
4
∫
dz12
z12
(
1 + 〈1,3〉〈2,3〉z12
) dz34
z34
(
1 + 〈3,1〉〈4,1〉z34
)×
×
(
− su
)4−N
+
[
− tu
(
1 + 〈1,3〉〈2,3〉z12
)(
1 + 〈3,1〉〈4,1〉z34
)]4−N
[
− su −
t
u
(
1 + 〈1,3〉〈2,3〉z12
)(
1 + 〈3,1〉〈4,1〉z34
)]4−N ,
(B.5)
which can be mapped to (4.13) via the simple change of variable ai,i+1zi,i+1 = ζi,i+1/(1 −
ζi,i+1), ai,i+1 being the coefficient of zi,i+1 appearing in the measure of (B.5).
C Some one-loop integrands
In this appendix, we explicitly write down the on-shell diagrams representing some one-loop
integrands. The idea is to explicitly show how to extract physical information from such a
representation. In particular, we consider the MHV four-particle amplitude with consecutive
negative helicity states, the MHV five-particle integrand M(4)4 (1
−, 2+, 3−, 4+, 5+), ..
C.1 MHV four-particle amplitude with consecutive negative helicity states
Let us take consider the BCFW bridge in the (4, 1)-channel, we have:
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, (C.1)
which has to be thought to be in the quasi-forward regularisation. The first diagram turns
out to contain all the cut-constructible information. It can be easily checked by integrating
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over suitable 2-cycles to extract the double cuts. The explicit expression for the first term in
the right-hand-side of (C.1) can be written as
1 4
2 3
= Mtree4
4∧
i=1
dζi
ζi
1 + (−ζ2)4−N
(1− ζ2)4−N
, (C.2)
where ζ1, ζ3 and ζ4 parametrise the BCFW bridges in the (1, 2)-, (3, 4)- and (4, 1)-channels
respectively, while ζ2 parametrises the internal red lines
22. Notice that explicit expression
for the on-shell four-form (C.2) can be straightforwardly obtained on diagrammatic level via
mergers and bubble deletions (2.20) and (2.21).
It easy to see that the 2-cycles which allow to extract the double cuts are given by
• t-channel: γ(t)2 = {(ζ1, ζ3) ∈ C
2 | ζ1 = 0 = ζ3}
Mtree4
∮
γ
(t)
2
4∧
i=1
dζi
ζi
1 + (−ζ2)4−N
(1− ζ2)4−N
=
2
1 4
3
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(C.3)
• s-channel: γ(s)2 = {(ζ2, ζ4) ∈ C
2 | ζ2 = ∞, ζ4 = 0}
Mtree4
∮
γ
(t)
2
4∧
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dζi
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1 + (−ζ2)4−N
(1− ζ2)4−N
=
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(C.4)
where the very last diagram in each of (C.3) and (C.4) emphasise how the square sub-diagrams
are nothing but tree-level four-particle amplitudes. In the t-channel both the multiplets
contribute, while in the s-channel just the one which preserves the helicity flows 1 −→ 4 and
2 −→ 3.
22The lack of a helicity arrow assignment for the internal red lines has to be understood as a sum over both
the multiplets, whose propagation in such lines turns out to be allowed.
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C.2 Five-particle amplitudes
For the five particle amplitudes, the recursive relation receives contribution from both fac-
torisation and forward channels. In particular, there are three classes of terms contributing.
For the sake of concreteness, we focus on the helicity configuration M(4)5 (1
−, 2+, 3−, 4+, 5+),
which shows the following structure:
M(4)5 (1
−, 2+, 3−, 4+, 5+) =
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, (C.5)
where the second term contributes just in the case of pure Yang-Mills for which a mass-
deformation is introduced to construct the integrand related to the rational terms. The other
two terms encode the cut-constructible information for any N . The explicit representation
as on-shell diagrams can be written as
M(4)5 =
1 5
4
3
2 +
1
3
2
5
4
+
1
5
4
2
3
(C.6)
where the internal lines with no helicity arrow assignment allow for the propagation of both
the multiplets, and the second and third terms come from the forward term in (C.5).
It is interesting that, as in the four-particle case, the on-shell processes in (C.6) can be
seen as four BCFW bridges applied to a leading singularity. As an example, let us consider
the explicit expression of the second term in (C.6):
1
3
2
5
4
= Mtree5
2∧
i=4
dzi,i+1
zi,i+1 (1 + zi,i+1ai,i+1)
[Ja(z)]
4−N + [Jb(z)]
4−N
[Ja(z) + Jb(z)]
4−N
(C.7)
where, as usual, zi,i+1 parametrises the BCFW bridge in the (i, i + 1)-channel, while the
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ai,i+1’s and Ja/b(z) are given by
a12 =
〈1, 3〉
〈2, 3〉
, a23 =
〈1, 3〉
〈1, 2〉
, a45 =
〈4, 1〉
〈5, 1〉
, a51 =
〈4, 1〉
〈4, 5〉
,
Ja(z) =
〈5, 1〉〈3, 2〉
〈5, 2〉〈3, 1〉
(
1 +
〈4, 1〉
〈5, 1〉
z45
)(
1 +
〈3, 1〉
〈3, 2〉
z12
)
,
Jb(z) =
〈1, 2〉〈3, 5〉
〈5, 2〉〈3, 1〉
(
1 +
〈1, 3〉
〈1, 2〉
z23
)(
1 +
〈3, 4〉
〈3, 5〉
z45 +
〈3, 1〉
〈3, 5〉
z51
)
.
(C.8)
The leading singularity encoded in (C.7) can be read off by integrating it over the contour
T 4 = {zi,i+1 ∈ C | zi,i+1 = 0, ∀ i}. In the case of the other two on-shell processes in (C.6),
once we integrate over the suitable T 4, just one of the two multiplets which can run in the
internal lines with un-fixed decoration contributes to the related leading singularity.
Further analysing the on-shell process (C.7), its integration over the following contours,
returns the information contained in three double cuts:
• γ1 = {(z51, z23) ∈ C2 | z23 = 0 = z51}
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• γ2 = {(z12, z45) ∈ C2 | z12 = 0 = z45}
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(C.10)
where the third diagram has been obtained via two equivalence operation to make
manifest that the upper pentagon and box form a tree-level five particle sub-amplitude;
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• γ3 = {(z23, z45) ∈ C2 | z23 = 0 = z45}
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(C.11)
Thus, the on-shell process (C.7) encodes the information of the double cuts in the (1, 2)-
, (3, 4)- and (5, 1)-channels. It is worth to remark once again that the integration over
the contours γ1, γ2, and γ3 return an on-shell 2-form which needs further integration to
read off the coefficients of the more familiar integral basis expansion. However, the on-shell
diagrams (C.5) beautifully make manifest the full mathematical structure, with the helicity
flows distinguishing between factorisation channels and higher-degree singularities which are
signature of the presence of sub-leading singularities (namely, in the scalar integral basis
language, the triangle and bubble structure).
For the sake of completeness, let us decode the information in the other two on-shell
processes. The first one in (C.5) encodes all the information of the double cut in the (2, 3)-
channel:
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(C.12)
Notice that when we compute the left-hand-side, the only thing that the BCFW bridge
of (C.5) is doing is taking the direct product of an on-shell 4- and 0-forms localising it in
a different region of momentum space: the result is a higher point on-shell 4-form which
keeps the very same parametrisation of the lower point one. Hence, in (C.12) one is simply
integrating over a contour which eliminates two BCFW bridges of the lower-point amplitude.
In a similar fashion, we can check that the last on-shell process in (C.5) contains the
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information encoded in the remaining double cut:
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(C.13)
where one uses equivalence relations as well as the bubble deletion (2.21) on the un-decorated
internal box (integrating over the related higher order singularity).
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